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Hello all, 

This is an updated version of the guide kambiz developed a while back. He should have the credit for 

almost all in the guide. Since there was a need expressed many times on the LotV Patreon site and on 

the LotV forum on f95zone.com, the community adopted the guide and added the later parts from V0.7 

onwards. The guide is work in progress as we have simply not had the time to go through all paths and 

all possible combinations. It focuses mainly on the sluttier/sluttiest choices. We did not test the Loving 

wife path much at all (remains to be done). Also, the old hyperlinks embedded in the guide do not 

always work (again work in progress). Anyway, here we go… 

Before beginning with story let’s look at the maps: 

First map: central map of the game where Lily’s house is in there:

 

  

https://f95zone.com/members/kambiz.788490/
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Second map: The east part of the town: 

 

  

https://mega.nz/#!3pRjmJZB!Lo6zhVQ04K_Xq1w-TpKZJc091jsk00AGAM5sGdXUrLA
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Third map is the far east suburb: 
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Countryside Map: 

–– 

 

And let’s take a look at the events, I gather most of the events here, you can find it just by clicking on 

the pictures and find the walkthrough for that: (or if you want to skip this part and want a day by day 

walkthrough just click here) 
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NOTE: Need to add scenes from v0.7 onwards 

Event: First kiss 

Requirements: Nothing 

Day: 1th 

Character involved: Nick 

… 

Event Boutique Event 1 

Requirements: Nothing 

Day 2th 

Character involved: Giancarlo 

… 
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Event Nick 1 

Requirements: Nothing 

Day 3th 

Character involved: Nick 

… 

Event Hypnotherapist 1 

Requirements: Nothing 

Day 4th 

Character involved: Dr. Mark 

… 

Event Gym I 

Requirements: Nothing 

Day 5th 

Characters involved: Nichole, Daniel 

… 

Event Rick I 

Requirements: Nothing 

Day 6th 

Character involved: Rick 

… 

Event Fred I 

Requirements: Nothing 

Day 6th 

Characters involved: Fred, Nathan 

… 
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Event Dr. Adam 1 

Requirements: Nothing 

Day 7th 

Character involved: Dr. Adam 

… 

Event Nichole 1 

Requirements: Nothing 

Day 7th 

Characters involved: Nichole, The owner of the 

pool 

… 

Event Mike 1 

Requirements: Nothing 

Day 7th 

Character involved: Mike 

… 

Event Massage 1 

Requirements: Nothing 

Day 8th 

Character involved: The Asian Masseur 

… 

Event Mrs. Clarkson 1 

Requirements: Nothing 

Day 8th 

Characters involved: Mrs. Clarkson, Dominique  

… 
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Event Nick 2 

Requirements: Nothing 

Day 8th 

Characters involved: Nick, Tom (The Farmer) 

… 

Event Farmer 

Requirements: Nothing 

Day 8th 

Character involved: Tom (The Farmer) 

… 

Event Rick 2 

Requirements: Nothing 

Day 9th 

Characters involved: Rick, customers 

… 

Event Cleaning Job 

Requirements: Nothing 

Day 9th 

Characters involved: Lola, The client 

… 

Event Library 

Requirements: Whore LVL > 80 

Day 9th 

Character involved: The teenager 

… 
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Event David 

Requirements: Say yes to every request and 

lose the Dart game by 

choosing “Just throw the 

dart” 

Day 9th 

Characters involved: Nichole, David, Robert 

… 

Event Masturbation 

Requirements: Quit the bar before getting 

drunk and horny 

Day 9th 

Character involved: Lily 

… 

Event Fred II 

Requirements: Watch David’s event and be 

horny and drunk 

Day 9th 

Character involved: Fred 

… 

Event Massage 2 

Requirements: Whore LVL > 200 (if you 

want not to wear 

underwear) 

Day 10th 

Character involved: Asian Masseur  

… 

Event Marcel 1 
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Requirements: Nothing 

Day 10th 

Character involved: Marcel 

… 

Event Bar Waitress 1 

Requirements: Nothing 

Day 10th 

Characters involved: Jack, Dan, Bill 

… 

Event Fred 3 

Requirements: you must’ve seen Fred’s 

previous scenes 

Day 10th 

Characters involved: Fred, Nick 

… 

Event Nick 3 

Requirements: Nothing 

Day 10th 

Character involved: Nick 

… 

Event Fred 4 

Requirements: Avoid having sex with Nick 

and you must’ve seen Fred’s 

previous scenes 

Day 10th 

Characters involved: Fred, Nick 

… 
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Event Mike II 

Requirements: You must’ve visited Mike at 

the cinema to be able to see 

this event 

Day 11th 

Characters involved: Mike, Zack 

… 

Event Glory hole 

Requirements: Nothing 

Day 11th 

Characters involved: TBD, Nick 

… 

Event Bar Waitress 2 

Requirements: You must’ve seen bar 

waitress scene 1 (and for 

seeing this event completely 

you need to be on dirty 

route not loving wife)  

Day 11th 

Characters involved: Jack, Dan, Chris, Luke 

… 

Event Fred 5 

Requirements: You must’ve seen Fred’s 

previous scenes 

Day 11th 

Characters involved: Fred, Nick 

… 

Event Nick 4 
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Requirements: Not to have sex with Fred 

Day 11th 

Character involved: Nick 

… 

Event Hidden Scene 1 

Requirements: Unlock this scene while 

playing as Nick by visiting 

Nathan’s house 

Day 11th 

Characters involved: Nick, Fred 

… 

Event Fred 6 

Requirements: You must’ve seen Fred’s 

previous scenes and not to 

have sex with the hubby 

Day 11th 

Character involved: Fred 

… 

Event Nichole 2(1) 

Requirements: Not to have sex the hubby 

and ignore Fred 

Day 11th 

Characters involved: Nichole, Steven 

… 

Event Rick 3 

Requirements: You must’ve seen Mike’s 

scenes and be invited by 

him to the party and for 
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seeing completely this event 

you need your whore level 

to be 250 or more 

Day 12th 

Character involved: Rick 

… 

Event Hypnotherapist 2 

Requirements: You must’ve seen Fred’s 

previous scenes 

Day 12th 

Characters involved: Dr. Mark 

… 

Event Nichole 2(2) 

Requirements: You must’ve seen Fred’s 

previous scenes and never 

visited Nichole’s house 

Day 12th 

Characters involved: Nichole, Steven 

… 

Event Marcel 2 

Requirements: You must’ve seen Marcel I 

scene and if you want to see 

this event completely your 

whore LVL must be more 

than 250 

Day 12th 

Character involved: Marcel 

… 
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Event Nick 5 

Requirements: Nothing 

Day 12th 

Character involved: Nick 

… 

Event Mike 3 

Requirements: You must be on the loving 

wife route and you must’ve 

visited Mike before 

Day 12th 

Character involved: Mike 

… 

Event Dr. Adam 2 

Requirements: If you want to see all this 

event completely you need 

to see Hypnotherapist’s 

second scenes before this 

one 

Day 12th 

Characters involved: Dr. Adam, Nick 

… 

Event Massage 3 

Requirements: You must’ve seen Massage 1 

and 2 scenes, and you need 

your whore level to be more 

than 200 

Day 12th 

Character involved: Asian masseur 

… 
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Event Boutique Event 2 

Requirements: Nothing 

Day 12th 

Character involved: Giancarlo 

… 

Event Gym2 

Requirements: Nothing 

Day 12th 

Character involved: Daniel, TBD 

… 

Event Hidden Scene 2 

Requirements: Go to men’s locker room 

and talk to Daniel, if you 

want to see all this event 

you need to see 

Hypnotherapist second 

event first 

Day 12th 

Characters involved: Daniel, Daniel’s GF 

… 

As of v1.3, we added color coding to the choices: 

• Green choices will maximize sluttiness. There are so many paths through this game that it will 

be practically impossible to play all paths. So, following the Green will expose as much as 

possible. Sometimes several choices are Green and that is because it does not matter which one 

you take – it’s simply a preference.  

• Orange choices are still slutty but will not maximize sluttiness scores. These choices are mutually 

exclusive with green. They are still slutty, but you’ll just see different scenes (which may be 

worthwhile seeing.) Also, choosing the orange may make you miss parts in future versions. 

OK now begin with the story: 
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Day 1: After you wake up in the morning you must meet Mrs. Clarkson and help her, at first you must 

put on your blue dress and go out and head to west of your own apartment go inside this apartment 

 

Use the elevator (you can watch an event if you talk to your husband before going out, the kissing 

event). After you go inside the apartment, there you’ll meet Mike for the first time. After the 

conversation he’ll ask you about the weather and you have two choices: 

• zTalk about the weather: which you will increase your relationship with Mike by 5 

• Don’t talk about it: it won’t give you anything except being rude with this guy 

I recommend you choose the first one, ok by the way after that he’ll want to shake your hand, so you 

have two choices again: 

• Meet him: which it’ll give you 5 more relationship point with Mike and it’ll add 10 mood to your 

status 

• Ignore him: It will change some event in future (nothing special) 

So after that you need to meet the old woman, you’ll come out of the elevator and go to the left door 

and meet her, after a conversation with her you need to walk to the flashing spot and change the music 

for her and after that you have to give her some wine and it will give you two choice: 
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• white: which isn’t the right one and Lily will ask you to choose the red one 

• Red: the correct one 

Put the glass on the table and then go clean the mess round the house, (magazines, clothes, and the shit 

she has made in the kitchen)  

 

After you did those things go and talk to her and then she’ll ask you to go to the kitchen and make some 

hot tea. And you’ll have a conversation with her and receive 50$. 

You are done with the old woman and now you must go to the restaurant and meet your friend Nichole 

and buy something for home. Go home to the basements and wear your bathrobe and take a bath and 

watch a film and sleep. 

Day2: after you wake up go and change your clothes to blue dress and go to your workplace (restaurant) 

Note: while you’re working just do what the flashing spots are telling you to do. 

After you served your customers you need to bring a cup of coffee to Rick’s office and he’ll tell you if you 

don’t want to lose your job you have to change you grandma looking dress. After the conversation you 

need to clean the customer’s tables and get the money from them. Speak to Martha and everything is 
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done, go to the clothing shop next to the restaurant for your new dress. As always follow the flashing 

spots and it will lead you to a question which the answer is yes or no. 

• Yes: you’ll see some groping scene from Giancarlo (which is about measurement) and he’ll hand 

you some sexy dress that you’ll refuse it, but you’ll receive 10 Mood and 20 hotness and 20 

horny points. 

• No: you won’t see the groping scene and you won’t receive 20 horny points, that’s the 

difference between the answers. 

After the event, you can now go home and do the stuff you did the previous day like cleaning up the 

house and watching TV etc. 

Day 3: when you wake up in the morning, you’ll see your husband is masturbating and you must 

confront him somehow with some hand job scene, and of course the husband will ask you to give him a 

nice and mellow blow job   

• Yes: you have the BJ scene and the husband think about coming inside her mouth or not if you 

choose yes, you’ll find out he doesn’t have the ball to do that, so neither you choose to come 

inside or not he won’t cum inside. 

• No: she won’t give him BJ and the scene will end and you’ll receive 50 horny points. 

 Now go to the restaurant and another day at work. Do whatever you’ve done before. 

At this day you don’t have anything to do, just go home and do whatever you like, the difference is that 

you can do some gardening too, because your stamina is 75 and you are free to waste your time on this. 

If you want to do gardening (gardening will increase your mood by 10) you need to change your clothes 

to the casual one, After you spend your time on some chores go and take some sleep. 

Day4: at this day you must visit the hypnotherapist that Mrs. Clarkson mentioned to you, but before 

that you need to do your work at the restaurant. Ok after you’ve done the job go and meet the man, 

after you get out of your workplace you’ll automatically go to his office and meet him and see some 

events. 

At this point the game finally started to get more exciting because every choice you make, it will lead 

you to a different ending so be careful. 

After the hypnotherapist scene go to your home and change your clothes. Take a shower, watch TV with 

you father-in-law and go and take some sleep. 

Day5: like the other days you must go to the restaurant and do whatever you’ve done before. After the 

job is done, you’ll go to the gym and meet your friend Nichole, of course you’ll see 2 events: 1.the gym 

event and 2. The high school memory between Lily and her boyfriend. 

After that, go home and take a bath, watch a film and good night, everything is done for today. 
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Day6: now you’re awake and another day at work and of course a perverted scene with Rick, after 

you’ve done your workload,z go to Rick’s office and he’ll ask you to help him with finding some 

documents on some perverted purpose the question you will get during this event: 

Let him hold you?  

• Yes: it will increase your relationship with Rick by 10 and give you 20 horny points and increase 

your whore level by 5. 

• No: it’ll decrease your mood by 40 but increase your loving wife level by 5. 

Ok after the event go and clean the tables and go home, there you’ll meet Fred and his friend. 

Fred will ask you to go and buy them some stuff and all you must do is taking a taxi and go to grocery 

store and buy them and come over to your house (you can find the taxi by going to east part of this map 

or the other one is close to the park) 
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As always you change your clothes for taking a shower and the next event is there. You’ll find out Fred 

has a two-way mirror. All you must do is watching the event, watch a movie then go and take some 

sleep. before you wake up for the next day, you’ll see an event of the husband and his friend that they 

are watching some voyeur pictures of Lily which they don’t know the person in the picture, and at last 

the event of Fred that he secretly is groping his daughter-in-law. 

Day7: you wake up in the morning and don’t feel ok, so you decided to go and see the doctor about this 

problem 

Change your clothes, in this case you can choose casual clothes too 

Go to eastern part of the town and you’ll find the hospital in the northern part of there 
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Take a number and wait a little bit, after that nurse will tell you the doctor you were looking for is 

absent, so you must choose two other doctor Adam and Bertha 

• Adam: increase the whore wife level by 5 

• Bertha:  increase the loving wife level by 5 

If you choose Bertha, you’ll end up visiting Dr. Adam because she’s an amateur doctor and you are 

afraid of her the difference is that your loving wife level will go up. 

At the event you’ll be asked one question about letting the doctor fingering lily’s ass or not? 

• Let him do the job: increase the dirty whore wife level by 15 

• Make him stop: loving wife level will increase by 10 

Ok after the event go and meet with Nichole, go east and then south east. 
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After you’ve met her, she mentions that there is a pool at the north part of this area, so you must go to 

your house and bring you swimsuit and meet her again and then go there. 

After you brought your swimsuit she’ll join to your party and then go to the North West part of the area 

and you’ll see the flashing spot. 
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You’ll see an event there 

They are about getting caught by the owner of the pool and during the Nichole’s BJ scene, the owner of 

the pool will ask Lilly’s to show her tits: 

• Show him: dirty whore level will go up by 10, horniness increases by 20 

• Don’t show him: horniness increases by 10 

Ok after you see it head to west, you can choose to go to the cinema or the massage center 

Cinema is at north east part of this area 
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Massage center is next to the cinema. 
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Ok you have only one choice for tonight. 

• Cinema you’ll see the event with the Mike, go in and buy a ticket and go and take a seat in your 

row, you’ll meet Mike there and you’ll decide to buy some soda. Buy them and go inside again 

see the event and you’ll see Mike decided to go to the restroom after 20 minutes you feel 

nervous; in this case you have two choices: 

o Go and check if he’s ok: your dirty whore level will go up by 10 and you will see him 

masturbating in the restroom 

o Don’t go: your loving wife level will go up by 10 and nothing will happen 

Note: if you didn’t shake Mike’s hand in the elevator in the past, you’ll meet him here 

V6 note: in this version you can’t visit the massage center on this evening, so you can only go to the 

cinema 

Ok now it’s time for taking some rest at home, go home and watch a movie or something else and go to 

your bed. 
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Day8: Ok here we are… when you’re awake in the morning you must decrease your stamina by 75 to 

visit you husband so all the things you need to do are going to the massage center and visit Mrs. 

Clarkson. 

Note: in v5 if you went to the massage center your stamina would decrease by 25 but in v6 you can feel 

free to go there without changing the stamina state. 

• Massage center: just pay and get some massage. At this event you’ll be asked if you want to 

bow back to the Asian masseur or not: 

o Yes: your naive status will go up by 5 (which I don’t have any idea what it is for, we will 

figure it out in future updates) 

o No: nothing will happen 

Then you’ll be asked if you don’t mind lowering your underpants? 

o Yes: Dirty whore level goes up by 5 and your horniness increases by 10% 

o No: the event will end here if you want to see all part of it you have to allow him to 

lower your underpants a little bit 

Now he’ll ask you about taking the bra off 

o Yes: dirty whore level will go up by 5 

o No: loving wife level will go up by 5 

Go and change your clothes and that’s all for the massage center event 

• Mrs. Clarkson: you go there and see the old woman having fun with a black young man 

o If you peak: your dirty whore level will go up by 5 and horniness goes up by 10% 

o If you decide to go home: you’ll lose 25% of stamina and your loving wife level will go up 

by 10 

*let see what will happen if you peak inside: they will catch you and they’ll ask you to come 

inside: 

If you go inside your dirty whore level goes up by 5 and if you run away the opposite will happen 

(I mean loving wife will go up by 5). 

You go in and they ask you to help them to find lubricant 

o Help them: dirty whore level goes up by 5 

o Go home: loving wife level goes up by 5 

If you choose to help them, you must follow the flashing spot and after that your horniness goes 

up by 10 and you’ll leave the apartment. 

After all of that you decided to see your husband so go to the bus station 
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And there you’ll see a picture of a sexy girl that wearing some hot clothes, so you decided to go and buy 

the dress that you have refused last time when you were in the boutique. Now you have two options 

one is go and see the boutique next to the restaurant or the boutique of the east part of the town. But 

before that go to ATM and get some money. 

ATM 
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Giancarlo’s Boutique: (If you go to the Italian boutique your horniness and dirty whore level will go up 

by 10) 
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The West Part Boutique: (If you choose the boutique near the bus station at the east part of the town 

loving wife level will go up by 10) 
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Ok now it’s time to meet Lily’s husband, go to the bus station and you’ll go there. 

Head to north and you’ll find the house there. 

Knock on the wooden house and wait to see an event and Lily will ask where she can take a shower? The 

husband has two choices: 

• Go with her: if you choose this one your relationship with Nick goes up by 10 

• Explain to her: this will decrease the relationship with Nick by 10 and Lily will go by herself and 

of course you’ll see some event with a perverted guy. 

After this go south and find a building with blue roof, (the event you’ll see it depends on how Nick 

behaved to his wife) 
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If Lily comes alone to the public bathroom, she’ll face a perverted guy that he’ll tell Lily the 

women’s bathroom is broken so you must use the men’s bathroom instead, and its risky go 

there without any person watching you 

If you talk to that guy, he’ll ask you to show Lily’s ass to keep an eye on the door: 

o Show him what he wants: dirty level goes up by 10 and your mood will 

decrease by 10 and after you let him see your ass he’ll want more of your ass so 

if you choose show him more you dirty level will go up by 10 once again and 

you’ll go there and take a shower, come out and go to cabin for next event 

o Take a risk: if you take a risk, you’ll increase your loving wife and dirty level by 

10 at the same time (don’t worry nothing will happen if you take a risk) 

o Go back to cabin: your loving wife level will go up by 30 

If Nick accepted to come with Lily to the public bathroom you won’t receive or see anything. 

After you took a shower go back to the cabin and now, you’ll play as Nick 

you must bring some woods into the cabin to make a fire. 
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Go out of the cabin and you’ll find three flashing spots just collect them and go inside and put them into 

your fireplace. 
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Again, you need to come out and bring some more woods so just go left and find another flashing spot 
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After you collect all go back and see the first anal scene. 

Day9: you are awake and find out you are very late for work, so you must take a bus and go to work 

immediately. 

After you got there you must face Rick your Boss and convince him to let you not to work as a waitress 

today because you don’t wear any panties under your dress. Rick will ask you to prove you’re not lying 

by showing him: 

• Show him: your relationship with him will go up by 10 as your dirty level will go up by 10 too 

• Don’t do it: your relationship with Rick will go down by 10 but your loving wife level will go up by 

10 

If you don’t show him, you will see an event about reviling your underpants to the customers without 

being aware of it. 

And after these events Nicole will come and ask you to hang out with her at night. Go home, take a 

shower and now you have a couple of choices as your part-time job. First go to the east part of the town 

and see some advertisement about jobs that are available, there are two advertisements, read them 

both: 
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These are the things you can do: 

Go to castor or try the leaflet job (there are chances to watch all the events so don’t rush it and choose 

whatever you want because the next day you can try the other one) 

Note: if you choose to see what kind of jobs are available in castor first, you’ll unlock the library in day 9, 

so you have a chance to go to the library twice, it will help you to increase your intelligence to 50) 

Recommend to do Castor today (not leaflets) to save time later in the game. So let’s see what kinds of 

jobs are available in castor 

Head to east and find the castor and go in 
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Speak to the reception girl and she’ll help you with jobs you have couple of choices: cleaner, secretary, 

marketing. Check them out first. 

In this case you can only choose cleaner, because of lack of intelligence you have. This triggers the 

library already today – day 9 (availability after you’ve finished the cleaning job). 

So, choose it and go to upstairs using the elevator. 

Go inside the first room in front of you and talk to the secretary. 

She’ll lead you to the changing room; change your dress by that looker in front of you. 

After that go, out do your job by walking through the flashing spots. 

After you did it, the secretary will come and ask you to buy her some times by make someone busy using 

your ass so all you have to do is walk through the flashing spot and watch an event about making some 

effort to distract the man’s attention, at first he won’t notice so you have two choices: 

• Make an effort: your dirty level will go up by 5 and you’ll see the rest of the event and at the 

end you’ll have 50$ extra money from what you did to her and your relationship with her will go 

up by 10 (+$100 in total) 
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• Give up: your loving wife level goes up by 10 and the event will end here, and you’ll have your 

$50 

After you’ve watched it, go and change your clothes and see the secretary. Now go and use the elevator 

and go out.

  

You need to improve your intelligence so sometimes you need to go and read at the library when you 

came out, you’ll find out where the library is (it’s behind the bus stop) 

 

Go inside the library and talk to the girl, after you talked to her, you’ll find out you need to find the book 

your own because that bitch won’t help you, since it takes times for you to find what you need you 

decide to get some help 

There is only a high school kid in that room so go and talk to him. He’ll ask you to show him Lily’s tits. 

In this case if your whore level is high enough (80 or more – green choices :) ) you’ll have two choices: 

• Yes: your dirty whore level will go up by 5 and your horniness will go up by 10% 

• No: your loving wife level will go up by 5 and you’ll ignore him 
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Note: If your whore level is less than 80, you’ll ignore him automatically. 

If you ignore that kid, you can find the book in the upper room inside the second bookcase from the left 

 

After you’ve read the book go and meet Nichole and go to the bar together. 

Head to west from Nichole’s house and you’ll find it across the beach. 
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Here you are, now the bartender will ask you girls if you are interested in the waitress job or not? So, 

after this event the bar waitress is available at nights. 

Nichole’s phone rings and you’ll find out that her friends are coming; after they come, they’ll ask you to 

have drink with them 

Note: ok here we are, if you want to have sex with you father-in-law you have to be drunk and horny so 

just say: yes, to everything they want (two times)

  

Note2: to get really horny you must unlock the BJ scene with David so just drink a lot and lose the dart 

game. 

Ok after you go to the restroom and after you come back to the table, Nichole will ask you about the bet 

(if you’re drunk of course, if not you’ll leave the bar),answer with: Yes or no 

If you say no, you’ll go back home, your loving wife level will go up by 10, and Lily will masturbate 

tonight. However, if you answer Yes, your dirty level will go up by 10 and you’ll play the game. In the 

game you’ll get two choices: 
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• Just throw the dart: which it will lead to the BJ scene in the restroom. 

• Focus: you’ll hit the center and the guys will run naked on the street. 

If you chose the first one, you’ll go to the restroom and have to choices: 

• Come closer: your dirty level goes up by 10 and your horniness will be 100 and after you blow 

him you can access to Fred’s scene (if you don’t blow him, you’ll go back home and masturbate) 

• Run away: your loving wife level will go up by 10 and have the masturbating scene at home. 

If she comes closer, she also gets a choice of: 

• Blow him 

• Don’t 

Ok! Now, go home and head to the basement and see the event you chose to see by accepting the 

offers or not (if you have followed the green choices you get the Fred scenes) 

Fred’s Scene: after he came into the basement, he’ll grope Lily’s ass and give you two choices: 

o Keep pretending: dirty whore level goes up by 10 

o Throw him immediately: loving wife level goes up by 20 and the event is done 

If you chose: keep pretending, you will wake up after a while and ask him to continue and he will 

come up to the bed and you’ll be angry at him you have two choices: 

o Allow him: relationship with Fred goes up by 10 dirty level goes up by 40 and you will 

watch the Fred’s event completely 

o Throw him out: loving wife level goes up by 10 

After the event you’ll go to sleep and next day will start. 

Day10: go to the restaurant and do your job after that if you did the cleaner job go and try another job. 

But before that you can go to the massage center for the second time (of course if you went there in the 

past)  

If you go to massage center for the second time: (it costs you 60$) go inside and talk to the 

receptionist and book a massage, he’ll lead you to the massage room and you can go to the 

dressing room and change your clothes you have two choices here: 

• Take off your underwear: (it depends on your dirty level, if it’s 200 or more you can 

choose this if not, she’ll choose to leave them on automatically) you’ll take it off and 

you’ll see an ass massage in the massage room 

• Leave them on: you won’t see the ass massage event just a couple of new massage 

scene and some new dialogues 

After you decided, go out and talk to the masseur and see the event. 
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If you didn’t wear any underwear the masseur will ask you to give you an ass massage to help 

you with the pain: 

• Allow him: your dirty level will go up by 10 

• Don’t allow: your loving wife level will go up by 10 

If you wear underwear, you’ll be asked if you don’t mind lowering your underpants? 

• Yes: your horniness and mood will go up by 10 

• No: your mood will increase by 10 

Now for the second part time job Head to east and then north part of Nichole’s house there is a kiosk 

that you can speak to the owner and get the job

  

 

After you’ve accepted the job all you need to do is to deliver them to the houses around this part of the 

town. While you’re delivering the leaflets, you’ll meet an old friend named Marcel. 
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He’ll ask you to come inside the house, take some rest and have chat with him. Lily will go inside, and he 

will ask you if you don’t mind helping him with the modeling on his paintings: 

• Yes: you’ll see the rest of the event 

• No: you’ll go out and have your job done 

Let’s assume you choose yes: now you can get ready for the painting session just go to the south part of 

his house to the Flashing spot and get ready. 
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Go to the right, enter the yard of his house and have a seat on the couch. Wait a little and watch the 

event until he asks you to uncover your breast a little bit: 

• Yes: your dirty level will go up by 5, your horniness goes up by 10 and your relationship with 

Marcel by 10 and at the end of the event you’ll see a drawing with uncovered breast 

• No: your loving wife level goes up by 5 and at the end of the event you’ll see a drawing with 

covered breast 

Now your stamina is 50 and you can do one more thing, you can go and read a book to increase your 

intelligence to 50 or if you remember you can go and get the waitress job in the bar. If you want that, 

head to southern part of this map and find it across the beach go in and talk to the bartender. 

He’ll ask you what you need: 

• Ask for job: you’ll get the job 

• Have a drink: your horniness will go up by 10 

Note: every time you have a drink, you’ll be asked two things pay the check and leave or ask for the job. 
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After you got the job, go and talk to the bartender. He’ll tell you everything and go to the dressing room 

which is inside the kitchen. Change your clothes and come back to the bar. 

Like always do your job by following the flashing spots and see some events. 

At last you’ll serve a guy who is overdrunk and can’t move so the bartender will ask you to help him: 

• Do it: your relationship with Jack (the bartender) will go up by 10 

• Don’t do it: nothing will happen 

After all that go and change your clothes, go home, watch a film and then try to sleep. However, you 

won’t be able to because it’s too hot and you need to take a shower. 

After you had a shower, you’ll watch some events, but they depend on what you chose the night before. 

*If you had sex with Fred, you’ll come out of the bathroom and confront with Fred. After you had a 

conversation with him, you’ll find out he’s looking at your breast, so you have two choices: 

• Test him: your dirty whore level will go up by 20 

• Cover your breast: loving wife level will go up by 20 and you’ll go out of the room 

If you try to test him, you’ll have two choices: 

• Take a risk: your dirty whore level will go up by 20 and you’ll watch the H-scene with Fred 

• Leave the room: your loving wife level will go up by 20 and the event will be done here 

Ok, after all those scenes your husband will come, and you’ll ask him to have sex with you. 

• If you make love with her: you’ll watch a sex scene between the husband and Lily 

• Don’t do her: If you don’t make love, you can go up and have sex with Fred if you took all 

the risks and made all the “bad” choices 

Let’s think you took all the risks: after your husband decided not to have sex with you, you can go up 

and talk to Fred instead and have some scenes with him. If you don’t want Fred’s last event at this 

night just go inside the bathroom and take some sleep. 

In Fred’s last scene at this night you’ll have two choices: 

• Fuck him: it will increase your dirty whore level by +70 and your Fred relationship by +10 

• If you don’t fuck him, nothing will happen 

After you’ve chosen any of those, take a shower and go get some sleep 

*If you didn’t have sex with Fred the night before, after you took a shower you husband will come 

over and you’ll ask him to have sex with you: 

• Make love with her: you’ll watch a sex scene between the husband and lily 

• Don’t make love: you’ll go and take a shower and go to sleep 
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DAY11: change your clothes to red dress and go to work. Outside you’re informed that cab service is 

now available and that animated waling is now on. You can toggle animated walking off/on by pressing 

the and holding the <Shift> key down for 1 second. Cabs are good for moving larger distance for money. 

At work, depending on what situation you have experienced before, you’ll see some events. 

If you’ve met Mike at the cinema, you’ll meet him at the restaurant. When you meet him, his friend 

(Zack) will tell him he has no chance with Lily, so you can give him hope or just mind your business: 

• Give him hope will increase your dirty level by 5, increase your relationship with Mike by 20, you 

can see another event in the boss’s office, you’ll be invited in the costume party in the future 

• Mind your business won’t do anything on your status just you avoid the boss and Mike’s events 

After you choose one of them you can go and give Rick his coffee and clean the tables and talk to 

Martha (buying the cos play dress). 

Ok, now Lily can go home and have a picnic with the Nick. 

At home, go to the basement and talk to your husband after that, talk to Fred and go back to the 

basement (If you didn’t have sex with Fred there is no need to talk with him).  
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You’ll go out automatically, head to north and you’ll find the park there, walk through the flashing spot 

and watch the event

 

After that, go to the restroom and watch another event. An unknown person will come to the bathroom 

and put his dick in the glory hole for Lily. Lily will think that person is Nick, so you’ll be asked: 

• Take it in your hand: your naive girl level will go up by 1 

• Go out of the toilet: you’ll get out of there and nothing will happen on your status 

After all of that, you’ll come out of the restroom and have a talk with Nick. After that it becomes almost 

night and you’ll have 50% of your stamina so you can go somewhere else before going to your house. 

You can for instance go to the bar and help Jack with the waitress job. 

If you go to the bar: you’ll work as a waitress, go change your clothes, talk to the men and then talk to 

Jack and again talk to the men. 

They will ask you to give them some drinks again and again. 

So, at the bar, just follow the flashing spots. 
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After a while, there is no more whiskey to sell them, so Jack will ask you to trick them by transparent 

bra. 

• If you accept the offer, you’ll see the rest of the event and your dirty whore level will go up by 

10. Likewise, your relationship with Jack goes up by 10 

• If you decline it, you’ll give the rest of the drinks you have inside the refrigerator. The event will 

be done, and your loving wife level go up by 10 

Note: if you didn’t have sex with Fred on the 9th day, you didn’t talk to Fred and you’re late for home. So, 

you’ll decline Jack’s offer automatically because you’re the person responsible for the meal tonight. 

(Loving wife +10) 

Note2: ok because Fred won’t make dinner tonight you need to buy it yourself, you can find it next to 

the river, after you bought it go home and have dinner only with your husband. 

 

If you accepted the offer, you’ll play as Jack. Go and talk to the men and after the player changed again 

go and change your clothes and follow the last rules (talk to the men and Jack) after calling up for three 

more, one of them try to finger Lily (he’ll give Lily 100$): 

• Pretend nothing’s going on: dirty +10 
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• Get out and go home: loving wife +10 

Ok, now change your clothes and go home.  

At home: 

*If you had sex with Fred: 

After you came back, you’ll see that Fred made dinner for the family so have a seat and see the 

event, at this event you can see that Fred is denying his son’s words about the chores and so on, so 

Lily can convince him somehow ;-) 

• Convince him: Lily will give Fred a hand job while Nick isn’t aware of what she’s doing. Of 

course, both your dirty whore level and Fred relationship score will increase with 10 

• Say nothing: it will increase your loving wife level by 10 

After you saw the happy family event go to the basement. 

Your husband will come over and Lily will ask him to have sex with her, you have two choices: 

• Keep on working: Nick will ignore Lily and you can walk outside the house 

• Fuck your wife: they will have sex and fall sleep together, the next day will start. 

Ok let’s think you decided not to have sex with Lily for now. You’ll play as Nick, because Lily is late, 

go and check Nichole’s house and see if Lily is there or not. 

Note: if you want to see the Hidden scene here after you got out of the house go to the next house’s 

backyard where the light is on. You’ll see Nick says hmmm…. congratulations you can see the hidden 

scene, just remember it and let’s see what will happen in the future. 
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Ok, now after you’ve (Nick) checked at Nichole’s house, go back to your house and you’ll see Lily is 

there. Now you’ll switch automatically to Lily again, trying to go out of the house, but Fred will stop 

you and he will want to show Lily something: 

• Find out what he wants: your relationship with Fred will go up by 10 and your dirty level will 

go up by 30 

• Ignore him and visit Nichole: your loving wife level will increase by 10 

Let’s see what will happen if you choose Fred over Nichole: ok now you’re out of the house and you 

need to go to your neighbor’s house. Now you are in Nathan’s house, after a conversation with Fred 

go and check the gasoline pump, after the event check the PC, after you watch the scene check the 

glass door. 

Ok here is the place you’ll see the Hidden event, if you followed the guide, Nick will come over and 

see Fred is fucking a girl and he’s not aware who’s that girl is. 

If you didn’t open the hidden scene, you’ll see just Fred and Lily’s sex scene. 
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After you’ve watched these scenes Lilly will go back to her house and get some sleep. (You won’t be 

able to have sex with your husband). 

Let’s see what will happen if you ignore Fred and go to Nichole’s house: go and check on that girl, 

you’ll find her naked at her house while Steven is shaving her pussy, after you’ve seen the event 

you’ll come back to your house and talk to Nick automatically, He’ll ask you to have sex with him: 

• Yes: your loving wife level will go up by 10 

• No: you’ll Ignore Nick and you’ll sleep 

*If you didn’t have sex with Fred 

You and your husband had dinner; Lily will ask for sex: 

• Keep on working: Nick will ignore Lily and you can walk outside the house 

• Fuck your wife: they will have sex and fall sleep together, the next day will start. 

Ok, let’s think you decided not to have sex with Lily for now. You’ll play as Nick now because Lily is 

late, go and check Nichole’s house and see if Lily is there or not, after you’ve checked Nichole go 

back to your house and you’ll see Lily is there, now you’ll switch automatically to Lily again, go and 

check on that girl, you’ll find her naked at her house while Steven is shaving here pussy, after you’ve 

seen the event you’ll come back to your house and talk to Nick automatically, He’ll ask you to have 

sex with him: 

• Yes: your loving wife level will go up by 10 

• No: you’ll Ignore Nick and you’ll sleep 

DAY12: here we are. It’s morning and we have a lot of things to do (depends on the situation you’ve 

experienced). First wear your red dress and head to your workplace like always. Serve the customers 

and bring the coffee to Rick 

• If you saw Mike’s event in the restaurant on day 11, you’ll see some event with Rick, he’ll buy 

you the costume that you needed for the party and he’ll ask you to put them on. (if your dirty 

level is under the 250 you won’t have these choices and your loving wife level will go up by 5 

automatically) 

1. Yes:  you’ll see the rest of the event and your dirty level will go up by 5  

2. No: your loving wife level will go up by 5 

• If you didn’t see Mike’s event in the restaurant, you’ll just give Rick the coffee and come out of 

there. 

After the event go clean the tables and talk to Martha and go out. 

*If you cheated on your husband with Fred last night, you must visit Dr. Mark. Everything for this event 

is almost automatic: just after you came out of the restaurant, you’ll visit him in his office and watch the 

event. The only thing Lily must do herself is to use the elevator and go to his office (Lily also receives: 

+100 mood, +40 horniness and -25 stamina) After this event, you’ll automatically visit Nichole, SAVE 
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(you need this save to be able to play or not to play the Lily/Nicole sex path later on) go inside her house 

and go into the first room in front of you and you’ll see that Steven is shaving Nichole’s pussy. They’ll ask 

you if Lily wants to have Steven Shave her pussy too. So, you have two options: 

• Yes: dirty level will go up by 10 and Lily will have a shaved pussy, at the end of this event you’ll 

have a pussy licking scene from Nichole 

• No: loving wife level will go up by 5 and you’ll go out 

After that head to your house area but you’ll find out you need to visit Marcel to see if he sold the 

painting or not? (Of course, if you said yes to the modeling job) 

Let’s assume that you said yes to the modeling job: after you got to Marcel’s house, he’ll ask you for 

another modeling job so when you want to change your clothes for the modeling, you’ll have two 

choices: (if your dirty whore level is more than 250) 

• Listen to Marcel’s advice: dirty whore level goes up by 10 and you’ll see some more scenes than 

the other choice 

• Put on a nightie: loving wife level will go up by 10 

Note: if your dirty whore level isn’t enough, you’ll put on the nightie automatically 

After watching the event go back to your husband and you’ll have to choose between two options: 

1. Fuck your wife (best answer if you have picked green until now): as the answer says you’ll see 

some sex scene between husband and wife and another day begins. 

2. Keep on working (no sex): you’ll ignore Lily once again and Lily can watch film and sleep. 

*If you didn’t cheat on your husband with Fred last night or anytime: things are different in this 

situation, after getting out of the restaurant you must visit Nick and spend some time with him. So, 

when you get to the yard of the house, you’ll see some scenes about taking care of flowers and so on (if 

you’ve met Mike, he’s involved in this event too), go inside and change your clothes to some casual one 

and come out again and see some scenes (here we go!!! Mike is a peeping Tom) after the event go 

inside and clear the mess round the house and take a bath. When you’re taking a bath, she’ll shave her 

pussy automatically (if you said No to have Steven shaving Lili’s pussy). Ok now go down to the 

basement and meet the hubby and have two choices: 

1. Fuck your wife: as the answer says, you’ll see some sex scene between husband and wife and 

another day begins. 

2. Keep on working: you’ll ignore Lily once again and Lily can watch film and sleep. 

Day 13 Friday: another day begins and after you change your clothes to the red one, go to your 

workplace and do whatever you’ve done before. After that no choices but to visit Nick, so go home and 

talk to your husband. After you talked to your husband you can go to the park and buy some fruit: 
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Talk to the fruit seller and he’ll give you three choices: 

1. Apple: nothing will happen just you’ll by apples and Nathan will thank you for the apples 

2. Orange: nothing will happen just you’ll by oranges and Nathan will thank you for the oranges 

3. Cherries: there is a scene if you decide to buy cherries over the apple and orange, but nothing 

will happen to your status. 

After you bought the fruits, go and visit Nathan at the hospital. Talk to the receptionist and go to the last 

room in front of you, there you’ll decide to visit Dr. Adam so go and check if he’s available or not:  

Go and get naked and watch the scene doctor will want to use his dick instead of dildos so what do you 

choose? 

• Yes: naive girl will go up by 1, dirty level will go up by 10. After you chose yes, you’ll have two 

choices: 

1. Accept: dirty whore level will go up by 10, cheating big goes up by 1 

2. Refuse: loving wife goes up by 20 

• No: you’ll stop the scene here and go out 
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Note: If you’ve seen Doctor Mark’s second scene you will be able to see this event (fucking the doctor) if 

you haven’t seen it, you’ll argue with the doctor and come out of the hospital automatically. 

For every choice you make you’ll see some event. After the visit you’ll come out of the hospital and 

you’ll decide to go to the gym but how about getting some massage before that? (If you like and if you 

have money) 

If you visit the masseur (for the third time) you’ll see a new scene about breast massage so after he 

asked you about it, you have two choices: 

• Yes: dirty level will go up by 10 

• No: loving wife will go up by 10 

This event will cost you 60$ 

After that go to the gym, there you’ll find out you need some clothes for the gym, so you have two 

boutiques to buy from one is the Italian guy and the other one is beside the beach 

If you want to increase your loving wife by 10 go and check the beach boutique (and you’ll end up 

buying things from the Italian because it’s closed, the difference is that your loving wife will increase) 

So, everything depends on you and the way you want to end the game as a loving wife or a whore one. 

After you get into the Italian boutique, he’ll ask you to let him to measure you: 

• Allow him to take your measures: will increase you dirty whore level by 5 and increase the 

relationship with him by 10 

• Don’t allow him: loving wife level will go up by 5 

If you choose the first one, you’ll see some event and if not, you’ll go out. 

Ok now let’s go to the gym, after you changed your clothes go to the training room, there coach will 

come and want to help you: 

• Let him come closer: dirty whore level goes up by 5 and watch some exercise scene  

• Don’t let him: loving wife level goes up by 5 

Now go take a shower and get out of there and everything is done for v0.6 

Wait a minute there is one more thing, some hidden scene, you want that, right? 

So before going out go to the men’s locker room and see what will happens there: 

There Daniel needs help: (If you are willing to help him you need to see Doctor Mark’s second scene and 

if you haven’t seen it, you’ll ignore Daniel and Lily will come out of the gym) 

• Help Daniel: your relationship with Daniel will go up by 20 and your dirty level will go up by 5 

and you’ll see the rest of the event. 
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• Mind your own business: nothing will happen just you’ll quit and that’s all. 

Let’s think that you chose the first one (help Daniel), after he threw the phone go and pick it up, there 

you’ll have two choices: 

• Lie to him: will increase your dirty level and relationship with Daniel by 50 and you’ll see the rest 

of the event. 

• Tell him the truth: loving wife will go up by 30 and you’ll quit 

V0.6 ends after the Gym scene 
 
V0.7 start 
1st Scene - Get out of the gym and you have a choice: 

• Call Nicole at the payphone 

• Go to her house without calling 
If you go without calling you get a naughty scene and a story scene. 
If call you get just the story scene. 
 
Now you have 0% stamina which means go home and sleep. 
 
Day14 Saturday: 
 
1st scene – coffee with Fred and Pay the bills – 100% stamina 
The next day you get a Fred scene, no sex and no choice, so just do what the game tells you to do. 
 
NOTE: there is a hidden coffee with Fred scene, but I have not been able to trigger it. I do not know the 
preconditions or if it is even enabled in the code, but I can see the images in the picture directory.  
 
Instead of this scene, she automatically says no to Fred and walks down the stairs. 
 
Dress and go and pay the bills at the building west of the gym. 
 
2nd scene – Nick at the park – 100% stamina 
Now you get control of Nick. Walk him to the park north of the house. When he arrives at the park, he 
first tries to sit at the park bench indicated by a flash. Ge gets two choices:  

1. Clean the bench and sit at it. 
2. Don’t clean the bench but move over to the other one and sit there 

 
NOTE: I think you can miss the park scene, by just not going, but it severely limits the choices in later 

scenes and cripples the story later, so make damn sure to take Nick to the park! 😊. 
 
1. If you clean the bench you get a scene of Nick looking at two girls talking. It sounds like they are in 
college. 
 
2. If you don't clean the bench you walk over to site on the other bench and get to: 

• Talk to the girl 

• Not talk to the girl 
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If you talk to her you get to know some useful info for a later scene. 
If you don’t, I guess is the same as cleaning the bench. 
 
You also find out that the girl on Rollerblades name is Briana (and she turns out to be important later -
another reason to make sure Nick goes to the park). 
 
After that, you gain control of Lily again and the possibilities starts to open up. 
 
Let's go to the other side of town first: catch the metro to see if you can get some teasing/weird scenes. 
 
Now you have a few choices. I picked the ones for the most possible scenes. I'll cover the other once too 
though. 
 
3rd scene – Old man on the bench and upskirt scene – 75% stamina 
First off let's go to the hospital and approach the fence where you can see a patient (old man) on a 
bench. Talk to him for a side quest. He wants you to bring him some Blackberry wine. So, let's do this.  
You can get it at the closer market or the one to the east below the metro exit.  

1. We'll do it with the one below the metro (Mad Boom) for an upskirt cam scene.  
2. If you do the closer market, then you will not get the upskirt scene. 

Go back to the old man to finish the quest. 
 
Now this will be where the game opens some paths: 
You can go to: 

A. Castor or  
B. The leaflets job. 

 
Save the game so you can try both paths.  
 
We'll do Castor, for more scenes and this also helps to advance the Castor story path which is absolutely 
essential later in the game. You can do the leaflets job just to see it and then reload your save to run 
Castor which is the main story. 
 
5th scene – A. Castor job – 7+5% stamina 
Just go there and choose to help the secretary (Lola). She'll ask you to go to her apartment and get some 
clothes, pay attention to the floor her apartment is at. Her building is shown in the game (see page 1).  
 
Once at her apartment (it’s on the 5th floor right door) save before entering,  
 
Look at the closet where the clothes aren't to see Lily trying new outfits, she won't keep it though. Try 
the left most and the right most first because the middle one is the right one. Reload your save to see 
both outfits she will not wear. 
 
When you are done get the right clothes (middle closet) and go back to Castor. I think it is automatic at 
this point, so just get through it. 
 
5th scene – B. Leaflet job – 75% stamina (Recommend NOT to do this today – instead do Castor track A) 
This is the leaflet path which has two different outcomes. I don't use it because you can't go to the 
library after and get scene, which makes you have 25% stamina at the end of the possibilities. 
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Leaflet job is very simple if you do it and go to the house w/ pool you get a scene with the guy there, or 
you can take advantage of him and not give him anything. If you don't go to his house Lily will pass out 
and wake up with a thermometer in her ass, she's in the hospital so it's okay. Again, you will be able to 
do these scenes later in the game but right now it is better to focus on progressing Castor = track A. 
 
6th Scene – A. Castor path: The Library – Stamina 50% 
If you did Castor (scene 5), you can now do the library (if you previously finished the 1st book). The high 
school asks if she needs help. Lily will say she wants to find the book on her own first. You can find the 
book if you look carefully, but if you find it on your own, you will miss the boy scene. So, look in the book 
shelfs to the left (NOT center right). After failing to find the book, you get to talk to the boy again. 
You have two choices: 

1. Give him a lesson  
2. Try to convince him 

 
If you choose 2. Try to convince him, you must find the book on your own. You can give up and go back 
and speak to him again and then choose 1. Give him a lesson. If you do find the book (4th bookshelf from 
the right) you get to sit down by the table automatically with no more scenes. 
 
If you choose 1. Give him a lesson, you get two choices after the scene: 

1. Sit with him  
2. Sit at the table 

 
If you sit with him, you get a shot of Lily sitting down and some comments from the boy. 
If you sit at the table, you get the option for an upskirt scene. 
 
Hidden image: After all is over, look at the table where the boy was sitting in. (That naughty boy!) 
 
7th scene – Work at Bar – Stamina 25% 
Now let's go to the bar and work. If you did the other bar scenes, you know where this is going… 
You can also choose to not work, but just have drink without penalty. The rest of the evening scenes still 
works independently of what you choose in the bar.  
 
I'm not a fan of the bar scene, but if you choose to do it you will improve your relationship score with 
Jack (the bartender) and enable more bar and other Jack scenes in the future days. I choose to just do it, 
because there is no downside (so far) and you can always say no to Jack in later day scenes. 
If you do the bar scene you get +300 in money, so that is a bonus. 
 
After the bar go home. 
 
There are several paths from here on so Save NOW before entering the house – please do! 
 
8th Scene – Nick going out with John or staying home – Stamina 0% 
 
When you get home, you will have choices that will impact which scenes you get. For the first choice, it's 
a Nick Choice: 

1. Go out with a John 
2. Stay home 
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Going out, gives Lily an opportunity to have uninterrupted sex with Fred. But having Nick stay home 
have more options (with even more possible Fred sex scenes) and is imho much better for the story. By 
choosing to go out, Lily also get to kiss Nick's friend on the cheek which, I assume, is going to increase 
relationship with him and open possibilities in future updates. By having Nick go out and Lily refusing 
Fred you don't get to have the scene staying home. I recommend playing all different choices and paths 
to understand what is going on, reloading your save from before entering the home. 
 
1. Nick choose to stay home – recommended path 
9th scene Fred – Stamina 0%  
Now we have some choices to make. First off, after the bath, Lily will automatically deny Fred. After 
gaining control of her, you can: 

1. Go to sleep: Just gets you to the next day 
2. Go to Fred's Room: Sex Scene  

 
Let’s choose 2 go to Fred’s room. After a while, you can let him lick her - just let him. 
 
10th scene Fred – Stamina 0% 
During the sex scene, you get transported to Nick's room and he will try a cam site with an ironic 
username. Remember the college girls (especially Briana)? Now, if you talked to one of them, you can 
get all scenes plus a date, and if Nick didn't, he blows everything lol. For simplicity sake, let’s assume you 
talked to one of them, then the path is the same with different outcomes. In the middle of the scene 
Nick will hear the noises of Fred fucking Lily and try to trace the source of the noise. You control Nick 
now. 
 
11th Scene Fred – Stamina 0% 
Go upstairs, Nick will not find Lily and say that he needs to check the bathroom. Nick has three choices: 

1. Check the Bathroom first 
2. Check Fred first and then the Bathroom 
3. Check Fred first and go back down directly (do not check the bathroom) -  

 
If you 1. Check the bathroom first, Lily will sneak through, see that Nick was in the cam site and make fun 

of him - Pretty funny actually 😊 
 
If you 2. Check Fred first and then Bathroom, you get the same outcome, but you get a scene with Lily 

hiding in the closet – also pretty funny 😊 
 
If you 3. Check Fred first and go back down directly (no bathroom), you get to see Lily hiding in the closet 

scene 😊, a scene with the webcam girl with the outcome explained in the 10th scene, BUT then you 
also get control over Lily and have a choice to keep fucking Fred or not:  

1. If you do, then you get some doggystyle action (more Fred points and whore points) 
2. If you don't, then you just go to back down and she goes to back and the next day starts as 

usual. 
 
2. Nick choose to go out with a "friend" (John) 
If you choose to have Nick go out with John, then Nick walks away and John tries to kiss her. Lily then 
gets the options: 

1. Kiss him (John) 
2. Don’t 
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If you choose 1 Kiss him (John), Lily kissed him, and Johns relationship score goes up and, SPECULATING, 
this opens for a John track. 
If you choose 2 Don’t, then she does not kiss him. 
 
Have Lily take a bath and start to watch a movie. Fred will join. After a while Fed makes a move and 
complains he is not getting rewarded for all his hard work in the household. 
 
Lily has a choice of: 

1. Reward him (Fred) 
2. Don’t 

  
If you choose 1 Reward him, you’ll get a scene. After that lily will go downstairs and she need to go to 
bed. 
If you choose 2 Don’t, Lily will give Fred an ear full and then go back downstairs. The difference is that 
now you can also use the vibrator before she needs to go to sleep. 
 
v 0.7 ends here. 
 
Day15 Sunday: 
 
V0.8 day 1 
 
1st scene visit Mrs. Clarkson – Stamina 100% 
After dressing in casual cloths go and visit Mrs. Clarkson and clean for her. 
 
You get to choose to clean carefully or carelessly. 

If you choose to clean carefully Lily discovers something interesting 😊 
After serving tea and chatting, Dominique arrives. 
You get two choices: 

1. Answer the question 
2. Keep it to your self 
 

If you choose to 1. Answer the question, you’ll engage Dominique and you get some more choices: 
1. Take a closer look 
2. Don’t 

 
If you then choose 1 Take a closer look, you’ll get to a scene… 
If you choose 2 Keep it to yourself, the first time or answer the second question 2 Don’t, you’ll avoid the 
Dominique path and Dominique relationship score stays at 0. 
There is no penalty either way for now, but if Lily does the scene with Dominique, Lily will improve her 
relationship score with Dominique +10 (opening for future scenes with Dominique probably in v1.++ 
something). 
 
2nd scene stuck with Mike in elevator – Stamina 75%.  
You get some conversation and you agree with Mike that you will participate in some Cosplay with him 
and Zach, either in 15min or in a few hours. 
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Go home and have a shower and dress. You get a small shower solo scene with Lily while Fred is 
watching. 
 
Now you have choice of either go to Mike’s place directly or go to the painter first. It does not matter 
which one you do first. Let’s do the painter first. 
 
3rd scene Painter – Stamina 50% 
We get the usual sequence of types of choices that results in a scene or not. 
You get a choice of: 

1. Allow him to penetrate you 
2. Tell him to stop right now 

If you choose to 1 Allow him to penetrate you, you’ll get the full scene (I would recommend that as it is 
also playing a role in v0.9) and you’ll also improve your Marcel score +50 (rather a lot I think hmm…). 
 
If you choose to 2 Tell him to stop right now, then the scene ends.  
 
4th scene Mike – Stamina 25% 

A hilarious scene 😊 Read the dialog carefully - it is funny lol (e.g. See Mike’s face sitting in the sofa and 
what comes after). It’s automatic with no choices and will improve the relationship scores. 
 
5th scene watching porn a movie – Stamina 0% 
Once you exit the building, the game will tell you to get some movies. You do what the game tells you to 
do. Get both movies in the adult section (to save time) not just one (left most and right most shelf in the 
adult section). If we get both, we can play either one, and we do not need to go to the video store again. 
  
Go home change to bath robe and go back up and watch one of the porn movies (select Movies and 
then movie 1 or movie 2) 
 
SAVE for future uses because Day 16 starts automatically, and you may want to re-watch the next scene. 
 
Go to bed. 
 
Day 16 Monday: 
 
V 0.8 Day 2. 
 
1st scene with Nick and John coming home  

Happens automatic just read and enjoy lol😊 
 
2nd scene Lily leads John up  

She tries to get rid of John but runs in to Fred on their way out. Hilarious! 😊 It’s automatic so just 
enjoy, watch the pictures and follow the story.  
 
3rd scene Lily in the bathroom  
Lily decides to take a shower afterwards, but Fred shows up. Again, it’s automatic so follow the story to 

see how the tables turns hehe 😉 
Fred negotiates hard and Lily gets 2 choices: 

1. Obey his demand 
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2. Make him Stop 
 
Not sure how they’ll impact the rest of the future story in v1.++, but it seems significant. SPECULATING: I 
think that If you: 

1. “Choose obey his demand”, he gets the upper hand longer term and/or Lily gets closer to him 
2. “Make him stop”, she keeps the upper hand and does not become submissive  

 
However, only the choice: “Choose obey his demand” will result in Fred fucking Lily in the Bathroom, 
resulting in +10 to Fred relationship score, +30 to dirty whore score and +1 cheating big score.  So, this is 
probably the way to go lol. 
 
 
4th Flower bed 
After she has dressed and is on her way to work, she discovers that the flowerbed is vandalized (John’s 
handiwork). For some (inexplicable) reason, Lily decides that right now, it is more important to fix her 
flower bed than to go to work - so she does that. Just do what the game tells you to do. Go to the guy 
that sells flowers at northeast corner of the park (northeast of Lily’s house) and go back and plant them.  
 
5th Diner 
Lily rushes to the diner and is late. Save before entering so you can try two paths with Rick. Again, 
hilarious dialog. After a while you get some choices with Rick. One results in a BJ the other one not. It 
does not matter which once you pick for the story because she quits the diner job regardless.  
 
Go back home. 
 
6th Couples massage 
Nick has neck pain and Lily suggest they go and have a couple’s massage. Do the massage and pick what 
you want to have happen in the choices.  
Lily gets the choice to: 

1. Accept the massage treatment 
2. Reject the massage treatment 

If Lily has progressed the massage maximum previously days and she 1. Accepts the massage treatment, 
we get a sex scene between the Male masseur and Lily, otherwise not. 
 
Go back home. 
 
7th Movie 
Lily and Nick sits down for the evening to watch a movie together. Fred asks for Pizza and Lily brings 
over the leftovers in a pizza box. Fred comes up with a proposal. 
Two choices: 

1. Take the job 
2. Refuse the job 

 
If she chooses: 2 Refuse the job, she goes back to Nick and they spend the night together. 
 
If she chooses: 1 Take the job, then: Fred and Lily ends up in Nathan’s house, she gets rewarded with 
+20 to Fred relationship score and +70 to dirty whore score. After some foreplay and discussions, she 
gets to accept/reject another offer (to give Nathan a BJ for more cash): 
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1. Accept offer 
2. Deny the offer 

 
If she 2. Denies the offer, you get a scene where Lily is telling Fred off (no sex) and she leaves and goes 
home and sleeps in her bed with Nick until morning. 
If she 1. Accepts the offer, the sex scenes continue, and she does a BJ on Nathan 
 
She gets asked if Fred can join and can choose: 

1. Accept offer 
2. Deny the offer 

If she chooses 1. Accepts offer, Fred joins... she gets rewarded with an additional +40 to Fred 
relationship score, +50 to dirty whore score and +1 to Cheating big score. See where this is going… hehe. 
 
If she chooses 2. Deny the offer, she finishes the BJ. 
After the sex scenes at Nathan’s place, Lily and Fred return home together.  
She goes to bed with Nick and sleeps until morning. 
 
Day 17 Tuesday: 
 

Start of v0.92. 

She wakes up, gets dressed and goes up to the kitchen. She meets Fred and he tells her: “Nicole called, 

and Nicole wants her to call back urgently”. She calls her back and walks over to Nicole. 

1st Nicole scene - 100% stamina  

Walk over to Nicole. The scene is automatic but depends on what you did on day 12. 

1. If Steven shaved Lily’s pussy on day 12 then you get automatic scene between Lily and Nicole 

2. If Lily shaved her pussy herself on day 12 then you do not get the Nicole sex scene (I did not test 

this path, so I cannot guarantee what impact this choice has) 

2nd scene Castor - 100% stamina 

The scene is automatic with no choices and no sex but follow the story, do what you are supposed to do, 

take note of what’s going on and what you see. 

Now you have a choice before the evening dinner to go home or work. You can have Lily hand out 

leaflets before she goes home. 

I think the intention is that Lily now should walk home, and the dinner scene will trigger, but since we 

are at 75% stamina, we can try something else so let’s not go home but have Lily hand out some leaflets 

instead hehe 😊. 

3rd scene Handout some leaflets - 75% stamina 

Go over to the Leaflet stand in North East most corner of the map and accept handing out leaflets.  

There are two outcomes here: a pool scene and/or a hospital scene. 
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To trigger both, we need to firsthand out the leaflets and avoid the house with the pool. 

Because of a change in v1.0, we cannot trigger the both scene the same day, so we have to save the 

pool scene for another day. But we can trigger the hospital scene today, so let’s do that. 

Hand out leaflets to all houses but make sure you do not hand out to the pool guy’s house (his name is 

Martin). Eventually she will feel fatigued and she will faint. 

4rd scene Hospital 75% stamina 

Lily ends up at the hospital. Just follow the scene (no choices). 

After she is done at the hospital, she will be asked to go back to the leaflets stand to collect her salary. 

In V1.0 we cannot walk over to the pool and do that scene back to back (like we could in v0.92), so we 

have no choice but to walk her back and collect the $50 at the North East stand.  

However, new with 1.0, we can still do one more scene before we must go home and prepare for the 

evening. We can swing by the Library. Nothing interesting will happen there today, but it will save us 

some time in the next days so let’s do it. 

5th Scene: library 50% stamina 

To trigger the next interesting library session (with the High school guy) you need to first read a book 

alone in the library. The high school student will not show up today but if we do this library session 

alone today, we have enabled so that when we go to the library on day 18 - he will be there then :)  

So, let’s go there now. You can find the book on 4th bookcase from the right (i.e. 6th shelf position from 

the right). Read it and exit the library.  

Lily is now done and must go directly back to her house to prepare herself for the dinner.  

On her way home (when she enters her street from the east), the boss will call her. 

6th scene Home preparing for dinner- 25% stamina 

She goes home and talks to Nick and explains she is going out for a business dinner to get a new job. 

Walk her over to Juliette’s to pick up her dinner dress. 

After she has picked up the dress, walk her home.  

Nick tells her that he will be staying at the cabin for a few days, that John will be driving him there at 

10pm, and that he is hoping to see her before he must leave. She does not yet know how long the 

dinner is… 

She goes upstairs, have a bath and gets ready for the dinner. 
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Make sure you Save (#35) before she goes out of the house. The scene is automatic from here on. It’s 

long before you get control over her again and can save next time (you will have to make several choices 

before you can save, so really do save now inside the house before exiting!). 

NOTE: It looks like the mirror is implemented now from v1.3 onwards so check her out in the V-dress. 

7th scene Dinner- 50% stamina 

Walk her out of the house, follow the dialog and the story. A new path is being reveled and you need to 

make some decisions. 

Lily’s boss and Boones (an established Partner of the boss) are trying to recruit Luke to be a partner in 

their joint venture but he has resisted so far. Lily’s job is to convince him somehow. The choices Lily 

make are important. She can behave like the boss’s slut, use sex and charm to get him into the venture, 

or use her business skills she acquired in the library and make a business argument to convince him. 

Halfway through the dinner, Lily has a choice to make to start her convincing: 

1. Seduce him (looks to be very slutty and it is at first, but have less sex/scores than option 2) 

2. Keep talking to him (I consider this to be sluttier since it results in more sex but different scores)  

If she chooses 1. Seduce him, she starts the “career whore” track (she gets a massive +5 to the Cheating 

small score, indicating that from now on shell be comfortable to cheat a bit here and there to get 

business done. She also gets +10 to dirty whore score) and if she keeps talking to him, she starts her 

“Intelligent Lily” business track. This choice decides how Lily’s relationship with Luke should develop. 

SPECULATING here but: 

• one track is when she is basically whoring herself out to make the deal (and future deals -> less 

respect from Luke and potentially other consequences we do not know of yet); and 

• another track is where “True love” can develop between Luke and her (Luke respects her like a 

business partner and even as a possible life partner – guided in a later choice).  

2. Keep talking to him (“Intelligent Lily” track) awards Lily with +10 to Loving wife score BUT has more 

sex with Luke in the following scene (at his house). On the other hand, 1. Seduce him (“career whoring” 

track) may have more long-term potential for more whoring sex in the future versions (my speculation), 

i.e. v 1.++. But for now, try both to see how they turn out. Now is when you need that previous save 

from inside her house so you can try all paths before progressing too far. I choose “Intelligent Lily” track. 

Lilly whoring for a deal: 

Choose 1. Seduce him and the scene transitions are automatic. Follow the dialog. 

She ends up in his home and is eager to make the deal. 

Luke questions if she is a whore and or professional business partner and Lily needs to make a choice: 

1. Pride 
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2. Career (it’s the sluttiest path if you want to her to be a career whore)  

Choosing 1. Pride means she tries to prove that she is not a whore and tries to recover to become a true 

professional business partner. She earns +10 Luck relationship points, but nothing else. 

Choosing 2. Career results in that she shows she will use sex to get what she desires. Luke tries to stop 

her, but she says she needs to go through with it… SPECULATING: Luke will remember this. She 

continues to add +1 to the Cheating small score since she already made the big decision to be the 

“career whore” at the dinner before. She also gets +10 to Dirty whore score - a small increase but since 

this is “bread and butter” stuff for Lily by now, it’s not a big deal. 

Now, if we do not want Lily to be a whoring business partner, we need to choose 1. Keep talking to him 

at the dinner. SPECULATING: This will enable the “Intelligent Lily business partner” path with an 

additional option of becoming romantically engaged with Luke or not. 

So, let’s see how that works when we choose 1. Keep talking to him. 

Business partner and possible life partner?: 

Choose 1. Keep talking to him and the scene transitions are automatic. Follow the dialog. 

She ends up in his home in his kitchen, please Save(#36) again (different slot) before you walk Lily out of 

the kitchen. With this save you’ll have the option to play the Luke’s life partner path or the stay 

professional path in future releases v1.++.  

After, she walks out of the kitchen into the living room, she eventually ends up in the swimming pool 

with Luke. 

Luke tries to kiss her, and she can choose to:  

1. Kiss him back 

2. Refuse him 

If you choose 1. Kiss him back, you’ll get a scene and Luke is now interested in Lily also as a life partner. 

Lily gets +1 Cheating big score, +20 Luke relationship points.   

If you choose 2. Refuse him, then Luke will accept her as a business partner but also respect that she is 

not interested in him as something more (for now😊). Lily gets +10 Loving wife score though.   

After that, she will be driven to the street close to her home. 

She has a conversation with her boss on the phone who gives her a $10,000 bonus for pulling of the job. 

Walk Lily over to her house. However, Fred is not opening.  

Before moving to much more, please Save(#38) now (different slot again). This will give you the 

opportunity to run the next 2 paths without too much reruns (and save you time). 
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Walk over to Nathan’s house. Just do what the game tells you to do. Start walking her back. 

She runs into Mike who is walking home. After some talk, Lily gets a choice of: 

1. Go to his place. (Mike romance path) -> scene 8 

2. Wait for Fred to come back. (Fred “you know where this is going… 😊” path) -> scene 9 

If you choose 1, she ends up with Mike if you chose 2, she ends up with Fred. Do not worry, she can still 

say no to both inside each scene. However, the Mike and Fred scenes are mutually exclusive so use the 

previous save to run both. The choice really depends on if you want to open up for sex with Mike or not. 

Both paths results in the same +20 “Dirty Whore” score improvement. But either she gets +60 Mike OR 

+20 Fred score. Also, because it’s Mike’s first sex time, she gets +1 to “Cheating Big” if you choose Mike. 

8th scene Mike romance - 0% stamina 

Chose 1. Go to his place to go home with Mike and get serious with the Mike romance track (sex).  

Then walk over to his place and they end up watching a movie. Halfway through the movie and their 

chat Mike confesses some things and Lily gets the choice of:  

1. Find out how big Mike is. 

2. Do not get into details. 

If she chooses 1 Find out how big Mike is, you get a sex scene with Mike. SPECULATING: I think this is a 

significant change in relationship status, opening a “getting serious with Mike” path. After the scene, she 

decides to have a shower (but try the toilet seat first before entering the shower) and then stay the 

night in Mike’s bed. Mike goes to the bathroom and then he can go back and tuck in Lily (do that). The 

scene ends once he is back in the hall room between the bathroom and the living room and try to walk 

out through the south door. She gets rewarded with +20 to “Dirty Whore” score, +1 to Cheating Big 

score and +60 to Mike score. After this, the day 18 dream scene kicks in automatically (see below). 

NOTE: If she chooses 2. Do not get into details, she ends up going home, but if you do, you’ll miss the 

scene with Mike, and you cannot recover the missed scene 9 (below) with Fred. So, she ends up going to 

sleep in her own bed without sex with Fred or Mike. This path had a bug but is now fixed, so safe to play.  

END of Mike path in v0.92. 

9th scene Fred’s birthday present - 0% stamina 

Now, if she chooses 2. Wait for Fred to come back, she gets an opportunity with Fred. 

Lily goes back to her house and can now enter. She walks up to Fred and the scene starts. 

Lily gets a choice of offering birthday cake to Fred: 

1. Offer him a slice 

2. Tell him he is a moron!  
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If Lily choose 1 Offer him a slice, you get a scene with Fred and Lily gets awarded with +20 Fred 

relationship points and +20 dirty whore score (a little low in my view given what just happened :)). She 

now needs to have a shower and then go to bed downstairs (no other options left).  

If Lily choose:  2 Tell him he is a moron!, She will go downstairs directly without sex. 

Since the Mike and Fred sex scenes are mutually exclusive you need to think carefully how you want this 

to go. If you want to get Mike deeper into the game, select his path otherwise you choose Fred. 

NOTE: bug! The mirror in the hall (next to the bathroom) and the bathroom toilet scenes still does not 

work with her new blue dinner dress in v.092 through v1.3 (tested). 

END of Fred path in v0.92. 

 

Version 1.0 start 

Day 18 Wednesday 
 
1st scene gang bang dream - 100% stamina  

The scene is automatic and starts soon after she falls asleep (at home or at Mike’s place). 

This is scene is a MASTER piece!  

It’s hilarious: very well written, super well designed and beautifully animated! 

Recommend you take the time to really read the text and enjoy scene. Do yourself a favor and do not 

fast forward through this! 

2nd scene breakfast at Mike’s place - 100% stamina  

If you stayed at Mike’s place (instead of offering Fred an early birthday cake slice), you’ll get an 

automatic breakfast scene with Mike. 

After that Lily needs to go home. 

If you did not stay with Mike, Lily wakes up in her own bed. 

Regardless of if you stayed at home with Fred or at Mike’s you will need to dress at home. 

Lily thinks she needs a more appropriate business dress, so she decides to go and buy a new one. She 

can go over to Juliette’s but that is closed so she must go to Giancarlo’s regardless. 

3rd scene Giancarlo’s - 100% stamina 

Giancarlo will pick a dress for Lily and while she dresses, Lily catches Giancarlo peeking and get to 

choose: 
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1. Refresh his memory 

2. Take the dress 

If you choose 1. Refresh his memory, Lily will show him her tits.  

If you choose 2. Take the dress, she will not show her tits, but will just dress.  

Lily walks outside and the walking animation is now enabled with the new business dress – AWSOME 

renders! Hotness score +20 points. 

Remember press and hold the <Shift> key for a second to toggle on/off walking animation. 

Also, remember press the <Q> key to toggle on/off the stats bar at the top if that disappears somehow. 

 Normally she would have more options, but today she only has the choice of walking over to Castor. 

Library, leaflets, Marcel, pool etc. are not available yet. 

4th scene Castor - 100% stamina 

This is first day at Castor and she needs orientation. Enter Castor, take the elevator and enter her office 

space (second door to the left upper wall). The story is automated so read the text carefully to follow 

the story development and do what you are supposed to do. First time Lily gets to choose is when she is 

about to walk up the stairs in the warehouse: 

1. Tell them the break is over 

2. Don’t say anything 

If you choose: 1. Tell them the break is over, the workers will go away, and the girls will walk up the 

stairs without being looked at.  

If you choose: 2. Don’t say anything, the workers will stay and will look up her skirt as she walks up the 

stairs, resulting in +5 to Dirty whore score and +10 to Warehouse moral score (not sure what this will be 

used for but +10 in worker’s moral can’t be that bad lol 😊). 

After the warehouse visit, Lily needs to go back to her desk. She will work on a project and will get +15% 

to project completion score when she is finished. From now on she can work on this project every day 

when she returns to Castor and gain +15% every time. More of that in day 19 onwards below. 

Afterwards she needs to leave Castor. Out on the street she calls Nicole. They decide to go out to a night 

club to celebrate her new job. 

NOTE 1: Free roaming is now available.  

That means that from now on, you can choose the order you do quests more freely. Less forced scripted 

and more independent. However, certain future events are still dependent on what you have done. (e.g. 

# of library visits etc.) 

NOTE 2: The phone is now available.  
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Press the <page down> key to bring up the phone. 

  

The phone allows you see: 

1. Contacts: use this to have Lily call people 

2. Messages: messages from people will show up here 

3. Notes: 

a. Important stuff: activities that Lily need to complete critical to progress the game 

b. Side Notes: quests/activities that are available to Lily at a given time not critical to 

progress the game story line, but activities needed to progress relationships  

c. Daily Activities What daily activities are available to Lily (like Gym on Wednesdays etc.) 

Remember to press the <Q> key to bring back up the status bar if it disappears (with the <page up> key). 

Bring up the phone and you’ll see:  

• 1 Important stuff: visit Nicole (you cannot do this yet - needs to be evening)  

• 2 Side Notes:  

o Marcel visit 

o Library (click on the phone with mouse to see Library info) 

• 1 Daily activity: Gym (because the gym is available on Wednesdays) 

But, Lily has actually one more thing she can do: 

1. Hand out leaflets 

If we choose Hand out leaflets you can trigger the continuation of the previous leaflet handout and start 

the pool scene (remember the hospital scene this is the continuation of that).  

But it turns you will save some time if you simply follow the guidance from the Phone and DON’T 

deviate right now. If you deviate and do handouts you will run into trouble later on due to some bugs, so 

let’s not do that... 
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Instead, let Lily go to Marcel or the Library. 

If you followed the guide and squeezed in the previous library visit (on day 17), she can now go directly 

to the library where the high school boy will be waiting... 

NOTE: 

BUT before you go to the Library or Marcel you have a dressing decision to make for Lily: 

1. do you want her to dress in her current business dress the V-dress; or 

2. change into a more casual dress (new available skimpy red skirt and white top).  

IF Lily goes back home and look for her old red dress, she will remember that it is still at Giancarlo, but if 

she approaches her wardrobe a second time, she looks and find the “older” skimpy skirt and top. 

Both the Library scene and Marcel are fully rendered with both outfits!  

So, if you want to see the library high school boy scene and/or Marcel scene in the skimpy outfit go back 

home and change now. If you like to see the scenes in both outfits you might as well Save now to save 

some replay time. Also, the animated walking (<Shift> button to enable/disable) is implemented and 

fully rendered for both outfits – Nice! 

After you have decided on one of the outfits and dressed her, go to the library first and then Marcel 

(both are optional, but why not?).  

5th Scene library 75% stamina 

The Student is now in the library. Look for the book on the book shelfs next to the student randomly, the 

student approaches Lily and eventually promises to help her in exchange for a scandalous favor. 

Lily says no and continues to search. In order to trigger the next scene Lily needs to walk over and ask 

the Librarian for help (she is not helpful). After that, she needs to go back and ask the student for help 

again.  

After speaking to the student Lily gets 3 choices: 

1. Flash him and get it 

2. Continue searching 

3. Get out. 

If you choose 1 Flash him and get it, she gets a scene, she gets to read the book and +10 to Dirty Whore 

score. 

If you choose 2 Continue searching, she can search again and find the book (it’s located on the very left 

bookshelf). But that’s not as fun as 1.  

If you choose 3 Get out, she leaves the Library without reading the book and without improving her 

intelligence. Also, not very fun. 
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6th scene Marcel - 50% stamina 

Walk over to Marcel. Eventually he opens the door. 

Walk into Marcel’s backyard. Save so you can play the different paths – there are few combinations. 

Follow the “Daddy/daughter role play” story and Lily get a choice of making him hard: 

1. Make him hard 

2. Don’t do it 

If you choose 1. Make him hard, then Lily will go over to him and show Marcel some motivational poses. 

You can choose from 2 different poses (it does not matter which one she chooses, so watch both. Lily 

gets rewarded with +10 Marcel relationship points and +5 to Dirty Whore score. The scene is automatic 

from here on, save for a few slaps. 

If you choose 2. Don’t do it, she still gets slapped, but you miss the motivational poses and the extra 

points above points. 

After the slapping, Lily gets a choice to continue or not: 

1. Relax your vaginal muscles 

2. Stop him before it is too late 

If you choose 1. Relax your vaginal muscles, the obvious animated sex scene happens (depending on the 

outfit she is wearing, v-dress or skimpy skirt, she gets two different scenes). At the end of this scene, Lily 

gets rewarded with +40 Marcel relationship points, +40 to Dirty Whore score and +1 to Cheating big 

score, regardless of where Marcel cums below. 

Marcel can choose to: 

1. Cum in her pussy - risk for pregnancy (suspect this play a role later on in the game) 

2. Cum in her mouth 

After that, the scene is over, and Lily can exit the house. If he came in her pussy, Marcel asks: “Do you 

want contraceptives”. It’s not clear if Lily hears the question… lol. 

However, what is clear is that if you choose option 1, 1 and 1 above, Lily will in total get this score 

improvement: +50 Marcel relationship score, +45 to Dirty Whore score and +1 to Cheating big score.  

Note: The +50 to the Marcel relationship score should now result in a total of 120 if you have 

done everything with Marcel.  

If you choose 2. Stop him before it is too late, the scene ends without sex and Lily can exit the house. No 

more score improvement. 

After the Marcel visit, you can go directly to Nicole or squeeze in a gym visit. If you do the gym first, we 

can still go to Nicole afterwards but at the end of the day the stamina will be negative, and the stamina 
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“circle” will disappear. This is not causing any bug problems so it can be done. More gym visits right now 

do not really do anything (in v1.1), like improve her Body score. So, you would only be doing it for fun 

(watching her run the treadmill or bounce on the yoga ball). I’m guessing that frequent gym visits will 

improve her Body score in future releases (but it does not in v1.1). 

So do the Gym scene 7 first OR go directly to Nicole’s scene 8.  

7th scene Gym- 25% stamina 

Just walk there and follow the story to increase gym visit count (when it works) to eventually improve 

Body score – watch her run the treadmill or bounce the yoga ball. 

 
8th scene with Nicole at the Night Club - 0% stamina 

Walk back to Nicole and enter her house after some chitchat. 

Once you come out of Nicole’s house, the West part of the map is now available: 

 

Subway 

entrance 
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I suspect there will be quite a bit of new opportunities for Lily to explore here in future release, but in 

v1.1 we can only go to the night club at this time. Normally there are 3 ways to get to the west part: 

1. Walking - You enter it from the road north west of Lily’s house just north of the house where 

Mike lives, or 

2. Subway system – you can enter any subway entrance and click on West 

3. Taxi – take a taxi, but you need to pay $10 to get here 

However, this night the subway is closed (because it is too late), so let’s walk to the Night Club all the 

way in the North West. 

Enter the night club. Follow the story. 

After some time, they get invited up to David and Robert. David is the guy from the biker club which Lily 

met (and blew or not in the biker bar bathroom) on day 9. This is a really nice scene so take note… 

After some more conversation they get to play foosball. 

As in the biker bar, Nicole and Lily get tempted to bet that they will win a game of foosball against David 

and Robert (remember how it went playing dart last time). 

Lily gets a choice of: 

1. Take the bet 

2. Don’t do it 

If she chooses 1. Take the bet, we get the more interesting scenes 😊 

If she chooses 2. Don’t do it, the club scene ends, and she can walk home alone.  

Let’s choose 1 Take the bet. 

The game is going predictable bad for Lily and Nicole. After some playing, Lily gets to choose to change 

to a more “winning” strategy: 

1. Listen to Nicole and take the risk. 

2. Don’t Do it. 

If Lily choose 1. Listen to Nicole and take the risk, they end up winning the game and the boys will be 

dancing naked. Fun scene perhaps, but 2 is better… 

If Lily choose 2. Don’t Do it., Lily will use her own strategy, giving Lily and Nicole a “chance” to lose the 

game. 

Let’s choose 2. Don’t Do it., for some interesting scenes. 

The game now allows you to Save – do it. 
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Next you are asked to predict where David and Robert will shoot so Lily can block with her defensive 

players. 

To make Lily and Nicole loose, just choose [Left], [middle], [left]. 

With the loss David and Robert gets some, and Lily gets +20 to Dirty Whore score. 

To make Lily and Nicole win, just choose[middle], [left], [right] to stop 3 balls and turn the game around. 

With the girls’ win, the boys end up dancing naked. Same as if you would have chosen 1. Listen to Nicole 

and take the risk above. 

After the club visit Nicole and Lily takes a cab home and Lily has to go to bed.  

Day 19 Thursday 
 
When Lily wakes up and goes over to the closet to dress, make sure she chooses the new blue V-dress 

because she needs to go to Castor first today (If she chooses the new skimpy outfit, she will not be 

allowed to enter Castor). Lily is in free roaming mode, so we can walk Lily over to Castor at the start of 

every working day. 

NOTE: the hall mirror is now implemented (as of v.1.3) so you can see her in her v-dress.  

Walk her over to Castor any working day. 

1st Scene work at castor 100% stamina 

Sit her down in her chair in her office. 

She gets a choice of: 

1. Chill 

2. Work on project 

3. Check on co-workers 

If Lily choose: 1. Chill, Lily gets +1 to “Lazy at Castor” score and does not progress anything else (assume 

this have consequences in some future release) 

If Lily choose: 2. Work on project, Lily gets +1 to “Diligent at Castor” score and project progress gets 

improved with +15% = 30% complete. In future releases we’ll see what that leads to. 

If Lily choose: 3. Check on co-workers, she can walk over to the co-workers and ask them if they need 

help? – but they are fine. Lily gets +1 to “Geek moral” score. In future releases we’ll see what that leads 

to. 

Right now, this choice does not result in any new scenes, so maybe just pick 2 work on project for now. 
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NOTE: From now on, every day she goes here, we can choose to have Lily improve her “Lazy at Castor” 

score, “Diligent at Castor” score + project progress %, or “Geek moral” score by having Lily choose 1, 2 

or 3 while in her office chair. 

After that, Lily is done with Castor for the day and she really only have one option left that results in a 

new scene: 

1. pool scene 

The Pool scene is the final bit of the leaflet handout from day 17 where she fainted. She can now go 

back and finish by handing out leaflets to the pool guy’s house. But the leaflet is buggy so once you have 

done the pool scene you need to leave and NOT try to work and hand out any more leaflets anymore. In 

v1.0 a bug prevents you from exiting the east area if you do. So just do the pool scene and then do not 

try to take more leaflet jobs again. 

2nd scene Pool - 75% stamina 

Walk her over to the leaflet stand and take the job. 

There is a star flashing outside the pool house. Walk her there and then turn her around and walk away 

so the scene triggers automatically.  

The pool guy comes running after her. The pool guy introduces himself as Martin and Lily gets a choice 

of either finishing the job herself or have Martin do it: 

1. Let him finish the job. 

2. Go out and finish the job yourself. 

If you choose 2. Go out and finish the job yourself, Lily is back on the street, can finish and go over and 

collect the cash at the leaflet stand. 

If you choose 1. Let him finish the job, Martin will finish the job and Lily will get a more interesting scene 

where she is relaxing at the pool. 

 You get a choice of having Martin putting on sunscreen: 

1. Yes 

2. No 

If you choose 1. Yes, then you get some more pool scenes. 

If you choose 2. No, you finish the scene and Lily leaves.  

Let’s choose Yes for a more interesting scene. 

After this, Lily can now visit Martin’s pool on Saturdays and Sundays. 

Walk out of the eastern part. 
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Press the <page down> key and look at: notes -> side notes. 

You’ll see that Lily has the option of going to the library one more time (this time without the high-

school boy).  

3rd Scene library 50% stamina 

Look for the book on the left most shelf. She will read it for a few hours and then she is allowed to leave 

the library. If you a have followed the guide so far, Lily will now get +10% to intelligence = 70% in total. 

After the library, she has no other options left than walking back home. 

At home, she is free to do a bit what she wants. 

She could for instance watch one of the porn videos (if you followed the guide, Lily has both).  

Watch one to give her a nice start of day 20! 

After that she needs to go to bed. 

End of version 1.0 

Version 1.0 content is available in the gallery function of v1.1, see last page guide. V1.2 scenes are not 

yet included in the gallery. 

Version 1.2 start 

Day 20 Friday 
 

1st Scene masturbation 100% stamina 

When Lily wakes up you will see that there is a second flashing star in her bed. That means she can 

choose to masturbate and since there is no stamina penalty, let’s allow Lily to start the day with some 

fun. Masturbation option is available when her horny score is >= 80%. 

Save first so you can have Lily run through different types of masturbations tools and techniques lol :) 

After masturbation, dress Lily in the V-dress (if you choose another dress, she will not be able to enter 

Castor – inappropriate clothing) and walk her over to Castor.  

2nd Scene work at Castor 100% stamina 

At her new office desk, try different work options (1-3) you want to develop her Castro habits/scores. 

Consequences are not yet known though, so need to keep a few saves here for future uses. 1. Chill, Lily 

gets +1 to “Lazy at Castor” score 2. Work on project, Lily gets +1 to “Diligent at Castor” score and project 

progress gets improved with +20% (because her intelligence increased to 70% last time in library, she 

now gets +20% project progress every time she works. With intelligence at 60% she gets only 15% 

improvement each time she works. Not that it matters - so far, we have no idea what this score will do) 
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and 3. Check on co-workers, (she can walk over to the co-workers and ask them if they need help, but 

they are always fine so far) Lily gets +1 to “Geek moral” score.  

After she is done at Castor, walk Lily outside:  

Bring up the phone with <page down> and look at side notes and daily activities. You’ll find that: The 

Library and Gym is available. In order to trigger the first scene in version 1.2, let’s go to the library. 

If you followed the guide and went to the Library on Thursday (Day 20), the High School student (who, 

we later will see, is called Benjamin) will be sitting in the library and Lily have a few options with him 😊 

3rd Scene library 75% stamina 

Walk Lily into the library. The first part of the scene is automated so just follow the conversation. 

Once they get into the library bathroom, the control is turned back to the player. 

Start to walk Lily to the left and the scene automation takes over again. A star starts flashing on the 

bathroom sink but before you go over there: 

Save, because there are two paths and you definitely want to replay so you can see both lol. 

So, Save! 

Now, walk her over to the flashing star and the scene continues – hilarious 😊 – Can’t help to feel for 

the guy. Ben starts rambling and even talks about his best friend Josh 🤣 – not good. 

After a while Lily gets a choice of: 

1. Show him the path 

2. Mind your own business 

If you choose 1. Show him the path, Lily helps him out 😊 and get rewarded with +30 to Dirty Whore 

score and +1 To Cheating Big score. 

If you choose 2. Mind your own business, Lily will teach the high school boy and different type of lesson 

– pretty funny 😊. When she is done, her Loving Wife score is improved with +10 points.   

After trying both options, we continue the game after haven choose 1. Show him the path (to maximize 

sluttiness) 

Back on the street we now have one more thing we can do before going home: the gym  

There is no new content at the gym and I cannot see any improvement in body score no matter how 

many times Lily goes there. So, if you’d like to see Lily running on the treadmill or bouncing up and down 

on the gym ball, go ahead and walk her over there.  

4th Scene gym 50% stamina – Repeat scene 
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Optional repeat scene. Choose what you want her to do… no score improvement. 

After that, walk her home. 

5th Scene watch TV/movie 50% stamina – Repeat scene 

Optional repeat scene. Choose what you want her to watch… no score improvement. 

After watching TV, she needs to go to bed. 
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Day 21 Saturday and Day 22 Sunday  
 

There is no new content on Saturday (21) and Sunday (22) because the next that happens in version 1.2 

is at Castor and Castor is only open workdays. 

To get to Monday you can work through Saturday and Sunday with various activities: You can vary with 

a pool visit at Martin’s place on Saturdays and Sundays at 100% stamina, some gardening work at 75% 

stamina, have a bath in the bath tub at 50% stamina and watch TV at 25% stamina and so on.  

Sunday morning, she has 80% in Horny score, so she can masturbate without stamina penalties if you 

want. There is no more content for Mrs. Clarkson despite it being Sunday so there is no point in visiting 

her (she is not at home anyway). 

Whatever you do: Do NOT try to hand out more leaflets (if you are using an older save) – there is a bug 

that prevents you from doing more of that and Lily just get stuck on the east side with no way of leaving 

(the taxi will also not let you leave if you’ve start a new leaflet handout missions).  

There aren’t any more v1.0-1.2 content to explore this weekend, but you can roam around and repeat 

things you want to see just to get through the weekend.  

 
Day 23 Monday  
 
Ok today is Monday so she can work at Castor and we can continue with the v1.2 content. 

Walk her over to Castor and enter her/the Boss’ office. 

1st Scene work at Castor 100% stamina 

Sit her down in her chair and the scene starts. 

After some discussion Lily get the option of: 

1. Take it with you and insert it at the hotel 

2. Let her help you 

If you choose 1. Take it with you and insert it at the hotel, then Lily gets +10 Loving Wife points and the 

scene ends  

If you choose 2. Let her help you, then we get a scene and Lily gets +50! to the Lola relationship score, 

+20 to the Dirty Whore score. 

(With the maid uniform Hotness also increase to 90 - temporarily) 

Afterwards Lily needs to travel to the hotel with Hobbs to complete her secret mission. 
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Walk Lily down in front of the office and enter the van with Hobbs. They’ll drive to the hotel on the west 

side. You’ll get control over Lily, so walk her into the lobby and she’ll enter the elevator automatically.  

2nd Scene secret mission 100% stamina 

When she arrives at the right floor inside the hotel, she needs to enter Elliot’s (the name of the target) 

room which is the one furthest to the right (room 108). 

After some initial conversation, she needs to go to the bathroom to clean (and to either put in the butt 

plug in case Lola didn’t do that in scene 1 or just adjust her uniform in case it’s already in). 

After she is done in the bathroom, walk her out and continue. 

After some dusting and a scandalous proposal, she gets the option of: 

1. Continuing your assignment 

2. Stop your assignment 

If Lily choose: 1. Continuing your assignment, Lily the scene continuous. At the end of it all when she is 

back at the office, she gets rewarded with +40 to the Dirty Whore score and +1 to Cheating Big score. 

If Lily choose: 2. Stop your assignment, Hobbs switches to plan B. At the end of it all when she is back in 

the office, she gets rewarded with +30 to the Loving Wife score. 

Regardless of choice 1 or 2 above the mission is a success and back at the office everyone is happy, so 

Lily gets to take the rest of the day off and go home early. 

Walk her back outside and home. At home, walk her downstairs and she will start Nick’s PC to look at 

the content of the USB drive she copied. 

But it is very technical, and she needs some help from Fred to interpret the blueprint, so walk her 

upstairs to Fred’s room.  

3rd Scene work at home 75% stamina 

After entering Fred’s room, the first part of the scene starts automatically. 

After a while she needs to go out to buy some sexy underwear for her to show Fred - really for Nick and 

their anniversary but today the priority is to properly motivate Fred to cooperate. 

Walk her over to the store in the west part of the city (located in the far north between the night club 

and the subway station). 

Once done at the store, walk her back to her house and enter Fred’s room. 

After some conversation where Fred clearly want something more, she gets the option of: 

1. Do something for him 

2. Don’t do anything 
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If Lily choose: 1. Do something for him, we get a nice scene 😊. At the end of it all she gets rewarded 

with +30 to Fred relationship score, +30 to the Dirty Whore score, and +1 to Cheating Big score.  She 

now has to go to the bathroom and have a shower (do that). 

If Lily choose: 2. Don’t do anything, she rejects Fred and the scene ends. She gets “rewarded” with +10 

to Loving Wife score though.  

After the scene with Fred, her Stamina suddenly drops from 75% directly to 0% (v1.2 bug?) and she has 

to go to bed downstairs. I can imagine that she could try a few things before doing scene 2 but since 

there aren’t any more v1.2 content (and available activities like gardening and gym does not change her 

scores) there is really no point in doing so right now. So off to bed it is. 

End of version 1.2 

NOTE: There is more v1.2 content to explore in a different path which is enable if she chooses NOT to 

help Lola out on day14 - 1st Scene 5 and the follow-on consequences of that. I did not play that path 

enough to see how the job interview unfolds and how she ended up working at Castor despite not 

helping Lola. There are no additional sex scenes in this path, but it might be worthwhile to try that path 

starting with a save from morning day 14 and not help Lola in scene 5. 

 
Version 1.3 start 

So, Version 1.3 is mainly focused on three things: Castor, pool guy and Lily/Nick relationship progression. 

The Castor progression can be done during the work days but the pool and Nick progression can only be 

done during the week end (since he is at the cabin and she cannot get off work during the work week + 

pool is only available on Weekends, see end of scene 2 day 19 in v1.0). Therefore, we then have to first 

do the Castro progression (today Tuesday) and then “fast forward” from Wednesday to Saturday 

morning before we can do the rest of V1.3. 

Day 24 Tuesday 
 

So, since it is Tuesday we start with Castor, so it is important to dress Lily in the V-dress – do that. 

NOTE: New for V1.3: the mirror outside the bathroom is now enabled for the V-dress – bug fixed! So, if 

you’d like to see her in the V-dress go there and press enter before heading outside. 

1st Scene Castor and TV station 100% stamina  

Walk her over to Castor and sit her down in her office chair. The scene is automatic, and Lola asks her to 

bring over a box to the TV station. It’s located in the west part and to get there fastest, use the subway 

system (there is nothing else to do on the way anyway). 
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See the building with the red circle entrance – enter there and walk her inside and enter the door at the 

end of the hallway.  

Once inside he meets Mr. Hudson - the marketing manager. 

Follow the scene where Lily is briefing Mr. Hudson some tools to be used in an upcoming TV spot. 

Once done, exit through the door to the right.  

2nd Scene TV station with Antonio 100% stamina  

Once outside she gets mixed up with someone else and she has the chance to get sidetracked into a 

different event – hehe. 

She gets the choice of: 

1. Accept the two-minute job 

2. Don’t 

The correct choice is obviously 1. Accept the two-minute job. This will let her get sidetracked and 

involved in a fashion show – and obviously anyone who choose 2. Don’t, should probably look to play a 

different game than LotV. 

Enjoy the show! 
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At the end, she gets rewarded with a modest +5 to “Dirty Whore score”. But hey, it all adds up 😊. 

We are now done the new v1.3 content that you can do on weekdays. The remaining scenes have to be 

done on the coming weekend, so we now have to get to Saturday by doing the usual activities that are 

available to Lily in the Free roaming mode. She can continue to: 

1. work at Castor at 100% stamina (in V-dress) 

2. do gardening at 75% stamina (in casual cloths) 

3. go to the Gym at 75% on Wednesdays (and Fridays) 

4. have a bath at 50% stamina (in Bathrobe) 

5. watch TV at 25% stamina  

None of these will really advance her slutty scores but she can improve her Castor stats (project 

progress, geek and warehouse moral as you wish) 

So, do what events you want until Saturday morning. 

Word of caution: AVOID handing out more leaflets. Parts of the system is fixed but, but with my old v1.2 

saves, I still got stuck in the west end after trying to hand out new leaflets on day 24 – day 29 so no need 

to try – still buggy. Further, the Library has no new content (if you’ve followed the guide), so no point 

going there either. Also, pool is not available even if you see a flashing star there. You can try but it 

won’t let you in (until Saturday morning). 

So: 

Day 25 Wednesday 
Pick activities you’d like from 1-5 above. Gym is available. 

Day 26 Thursday 
Pick activities you’d like from 1-5 above. 

Day 27 Friday 
Pick activities you’d like from 1-5 above. 

Day 28 Saturday 
Ok, now it’s finally weekend and the new v1.3 content is available. 

Dress Lily in her red skirt with the white top. Also, have her look at herself in the hall mirror on the way 

out. Yep, that’s right, that is now implemented - new for V1.3. 

1st scene Pool - 100% stamina 

Walk her over to the Pool guy’s (Martin) house on the East side. Click the flashing star at the gate to the 

pool yard. You get a choice of: 

1. Yes 

2. No 
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If you choose 2. No, nothing happens, and she is not entering the pool area. There is really on reason to 

choose 2. No because no other activities/quests are available, and you can’t trigger the cabin without 

doing the pools scene. So, this is forcing you to eventually go back and choose 1. Yes. And yes, don’t 

worry, you can still reject Martin (the pool guy) inside, if you want Lily to avoid him.  

If you choose 1. Yes, Lily enters the pool yard and the scene starts. 

Inside the pool yard she decides to swim naked – nice! 😊 

Just follow the rest of the scene where Lily dreams of her own house with a pool until Martin arrives. 

After some discussion, Lily gets the choice of: 

1. Stay 

2. Leave 

If you choose 2. Leave, the scene ends, and she leaves the pool area – (not very fun) 

If you choose 1. Stay, the scene continues, and you add a modest +5 to “Dirty Whore score”. 

Martin got a phone call from his ex while preparing a drink for Lily, asking him to meet her immediately. 

This does not go down well with Lily.  Martin now has the dilemma of staying or going - either way he is 

going to piss off one the girls. 

Lily get a choice of deciding if he stays of leave: 

1. Make him stay 

2. Let him leave 

If you choose 2. Let him leave, the scene ends, and she leaves the pool area (not as fun as 1) 

If you choose 1. Make him stay, the scene continues AND it’s a nice one 😊  

Martin gets to make the final choice before the scene is over: 

1. Cum on her tits (without asking). 

2. Ask her to cum on her tits. 

If you choose 2. Ask her to cum on her tits, Lily gives him and ear full and Martin gets blue balls – AGAIN! 

At this stage we should start tracking Lily’s “Evil bitch” score – (there is no such score, but I think she 

deserves to have one now lol). 

If you choose 1. Cum on her tits (without asking), he does, and Lily is fine with that too.  

When the scene is done and you exit the pool area, the game tells you to take Lily home and take a 

shower – do that! 

2nd Scene Nick visit 75% stamina  
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Back home save first and then have Lily go directly and have a shower (no need to change). The save is 

needed so you can play with or without Briana present at the cabin. So, if you want to see both paths, 

save before entering the shower. 

At the end of the shower she comes up with the idea that she should visit Nick at the cabin. 

We are now pulled back in time to see what happened a week ago when Nick was using his PC to web 

cam with Briana (the web cam girl). 

Brian is pressuring him for a date with him at the cabin (see where this is going…). 

Briana gives him an ultimatum and Nick gets to choose: 

1. Arrange the date (save 50) 

2. Don’t do it (save 51) 

The choice does not affect Lily’s scores (at least not yet) but sets up (or not) a triangle drama at the 

cabin. However, you may want to save both versions to play with and without Briana (for future uses). 

Once Lily is done with her shower, she walks outside and ask you to walk her to the bus stop to get to 

the cabin. You know where it is – just south of the library entrance. Walk her there.  

 

Once she is on the bus, she is automatically taken to the bus stop at the edge of the forest. 

Remember, to see how to get to Nick’s cabin look at the forest map on page 4. 

3rd Scene the Cabin visit 50% stamina  
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If Nick choose 1. Arrange a date in scene 2, you get a scene with Briana and Nick. 😊 

Regardless of Nick choose before: When Lily approaches the cabin, she cannot enter (it’s locked) so she 

moves around to see if she can find Nick somewhere. Nick hear her voice and panics, but eventually 

pulls himself together and dresses (well halfway anyway). 

If Nick choose 1. Arrange a date in scene 2, you get a scene with Briana hiding and Nick desperately 

trying to get Lily out of the cabin. After some time, he is finally able to convince her to go with him to 

the tavern.  

If Nick choose 2. Don’t do it in scene 2, Nick and Lily have a nice conversation and decides to go to the 

tavern to celebrate her new job as secretary at Castor. 

4th Scene the Tavern visit 50% stamina  

So, this is a complex multi-choice multi-scene set up dependent on several choice you have made 

before. 

First walk them over to the tavern (see map on page 4). 

Before you enter the tavern make sure you Save so you can play through the different choices. Save 53. 

Walk them into the tavern. Lilly is immediately the focus of every man’s attention.  

After a while nick gets invited to drink with some old “friends” upstairs. They are clearly interested in 

Lily. A few drinks later, one thing leads to another and Nick is considering teaching his two old “friends” 

a lesson by showing off them something they cannot have: Lily. 

He gets the choice of: 

1. Give them a better look 

2. Don’t 

If you choose 2. Don’t, he thinks they do not deserve it and he leave them to join Lily downstairs. Shortly 

after that, Lily and Nick leaves the tavern. Save 54. With this choice her horny score drops 20 points but 

there is no change in relationship and slutty scores at all. Outside the tavern the game flags that this is 

the End of version 1.3. 

If you choose 1. Give them a better look, he lifts her skirt to make them drool. He proudly shows off her 

butt and they are in awe. Lily does not notice What Nick is doing. Save 56. 

Lily walks away to help and serve the other guests in the tavern. 

Several drinks of moonshine later the two rednecks are offering to renovate Nicks cabin if they also get 

to see Lily’s front hairdo as well. Nick gets the choice of: 

1. Talk to Lily 

2. Don’t 
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If you choose 2. Don’t, he has drawn a line and he is not going put Lily through this. Shortly after that, 

Lily and Nick leaves the tavern. Save 55. With this choice her horny score drops 20 points but there is no 

change in relationship and slutty scores at all. Outside the tavern the game flags: End of version 1.3. 

If you choose 1. Talk to Lily, Nick thinks the renovation vs. showing his wife’s pussy hairdo is a great deal. 

So, he agrees to it and decides to go down and talk to Lily. 

Well, Lily does not take that question very well – not well at all actually. I would say that this was a 

deciding moment for Nick, for Lily and their relationship… so Lily gets the choice of:  

1. Listen to your husband 

2. Don’t 

If you choose 2. Don’t, she has drawn a line and is not putting up with this kind of shit! She gives Nick an 

earful and tells him: It is better if they do not see each other for a while... Lily and Nick then immediately 

leaves the tavern. Save 57. With this choice her horny score drops 20 points but there is no change in 

relationship and slutty scores at all – the reasons for this that that Nick made the bad choices not Lily 

and the scores are about Lily’s choices. Outside the tavern the game flags: End of version 1.3. 

If you choose 1. Listen to your husband, Lily is disappointed and kind of take the attitude that “this is 

where we are now.”... so, she decides to go up to the two guys and close the deal for Nick’s cabin. For 

this choice, she gets rewarded with +10 to “Dirty Whore” score. Save 58 

Once up there she shows them the goods, but they want more (of course). They negotiate, but Lily 

drives a hard bargain with the hillbillies. One of them gets physical and she gets upset. She gets the 

choice of: 

1. Discuss a new deal 

2. Tell him to fuck off 

If you choose 2. Tell him to fuck off, she done with them and, without giving them anything more, 

dictates her demands which they reluctantly agree to. Lily walks back down and tells Nick they are 

getting a new house with a shower because of her negotiations. Shortly after that, Lily and Nick leaves 

the tavern. Save 59. With this choice, her horny score drops 20 points but there is no additional change 

in relationship and slutty scores. Outside the tavern the game flags: End of version 1.3. 

If you choose 1. Discuss a new deal, she tries to add a shower to the deal in exchange for some “more”. 

We get a scene between Billy and Lilly and Lily gets rewarded with +15 to “Dirty Whore” score and +1 to 

“Cheating Small” score. (not bad, but she can do “better” …) 

It looks like Nick is finally passing out from idiotic mix of moonshine and beer. Lily is now even more 

angry at Nick getting so drunk he falls asleep after having set her off negotiating with the two hillbillies; 

and on top Dale also want some action. She gets the choice of: 

1. Take Nick home 

2. Take care of Dale 
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If you choose 1. Take Nick home, she now done with all of them: Nick, Dale and Billy the lot. So, without 

giving Billy and Dale anything more, she dictates her demands which they reluctantly agree to and walks 

back down to Nick. She wakes up Nick and tells him they are going home. Shortly after that Lily and Nick 

leaves the tavern. Save 60. With this choice her horny score drops 20 points but there is no additional 

change in relationship and slutty scores. Outside the tavern the game flags End of version 1.3. 

If you choose 1. Take care of Dale, she turns her anger towards Nick and blames him for the whole 

situation she is in. She is so pissed at Nick that she simply goes ahead and offers herself to Dale – so we 

get a final scene between them too. Now, this may be the Lily/Nick relationship changer P and P have 

been talking about. Nonetheless, in the end Lily gets rewarded with +45 to “Dirty Whore” score and +1 

to “Cheating Big” score. Save 61. When she is done with Dale, she goes back down, wakes up Nick and 

walks him outside towards the cabin. Outside the tavern we get End of version 1.3. 

Her stamina is now 0%. Save so you can start v1.4 from here! Max slutty is after sex with Dale. 

So, with that, it’s not possible to do anything more, so we have to wait for the next release to continue 

beyond this point. In the section below there is an update score card for end of v1.3 

End of version 1.3 

Start of version 1.4 

Lily and Nick starts of v1.4 outside the tavern and now need to walk back to the cabin for the night. Walk 

them inside the cabin. 

Day 29 Sunday 
 

1st scene Nick’s dream - 0% stamina 

This scene happens regardless of what choices Lily and Nick made at the tavern the night before. Once 

inside the cabin the go to bed and Nick starts dreaming. Follow the dream. The scene is automatic and is 

pretty good. After some dreaming, Lily needs to go to the bathroom. Do that (it’s behind the cabin with 

stars flashing outside). After she is done, walk her back to the bed and the story continues. Lily hears 

Nick mumbling out the dream he is having loud. Lily hears “too much” of Nick’s mumbling and starts to 

get suspicious about Nick but doesn’t quite get her suspicions right. However, she is suspicious enough, 

so she feels she needs to test her theory… She goes to bed again and falls asleep. No score changes. 

Save 62. 

1st scene The lake - 100% stamina 

John arrives early on Sunday morning and wakes them up. He wants to go to the lake with them. After 

some chitchat they decides to do that. Walk them outside of the cabin and through the gate (with a 

flashing circle) at the top right corner of the map. The Lake scene starts automatically. Lily decides to 

test her “Nick theory” by using John and see how Nick reacts… Follow the conversation and her 

messaging with Nicole. Lily sunbathes and asks John to put on some suntan lotion and after a while, she 

gets the choice turning over and: 
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1. Sunbathe your top side 

2. Don’t do it 

If you choose 2. Don’t do it, she’s done and decides to go back to the cabin and get rewarded with +10 

to “Loving Wife” score. Save 63. 

If you choose 1. Sunbathe your top side, she gets rewarded with +10 to “John relationship score” (This is 

the first time John get a relationship score – it was 0 before) and +10 to “Dirty Whore score”. They also 

start to discuss if this appropriate and Nick eventually gets to choose: 

1. Let her sunbathe the front 

2. Don’t let her do it 

If you choose 2. Don’t let her do it, they have some conversation. In the end she decides to go back to 

the cabin to pack and get back to town. Nick gets rewarded with +1 to “He is guarding her” score. Save 

64. 

If you choose 1. Let her sunbathe the front, they have a different conversation. In the end she decides to 

go back to the cabin to pack and get back to town. Nick gets rewarded with +1 to “let it slide score” 

score. This score is basically the opposite of guarding Lily and keeping her to himself. Save 66. 

Once she is done with the lake, she walks back to the cabin (automatic) where she runs in to Dale and 

Billy who are working on the house. They talk a bit but she needs to leave to go back to town so there is 

no scene. Walk her to the bus stop with the flashing circle at the south end of the map. 

Back in town, she now has 50% stamina and since it is Sunday, she only has the choice of going home 

and bath and/or watch movies (pool and other options are closed). So, walk her home. 

Back at home you need to just get through to 0% stamina so she can go to bed. 

First have her do a long bath (to bring stamina to 25%), then watch a movie (to get the stamina down to 

0%) and lastly have her go to bed. 

Day 30 Monday 
 
1st scene Castor 2 - 100% stamina 

After she wakes up, head over to Castor. Walk her into her office room and then to the admin (geek) 

room to trigger the scene. The scene is automatic from here on without choices so just follow the 

conversation. After she is done with work, walk her out and head towards her house. 

She’ll get a call from her boss (Marcus), who wants her back in the office ASAP. So, walk her back to the 

office. 

2nd scene Castor 2 - 75% stamina 

This Castor scene is again automated so follow the conversation. Once she is done, walk her back home. 
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3rd scene Fred and the plans - 50% stamina 

Once home, she needs to speak to Fred to give him the good news. Save 67. After some conversation, 

she gets the choice of: 

1. Do as he said 

2. Don’t do it 

If you choose 2. Don’t do it, the scene ends without sex. Lily gets rewarded with +5 to “Loving wife 

score”. 

If you choose 1. Do as he said, we get a scene. At the end Lily gets rewarded with +30 to “Fred 

relationship score”, +20 to “Dirty Whore score” and +1 to “Cheating small score”. 

After that Lily has 0% stamina and needs to go to bed. 

Day 31 Tuesday 
 
1st scene Castor 1 - 100% stamina 

After handing Fred, the USB drive with the blue prints in the morning, Lily needs to go to Castor. Walk 

her over there. There is no scene today, so all you can do is the usual sit her down in her chair and 

choose from: 

1. Chill 

2. Work on project 

3. Check on co-workers 

If Lily choose: 1. Chill, Lily gets +1 to “Lazy at Castor” score and does not progress anything else (assume 

this have consequences in some future release) 

If Lily choose: 2. Work on project, Lily gets +1 to “Diligent at Castor” score and project progress gets 

improved with +15% = 30% complete. In future releases we’ll see what that leads to. 

If Lily choose: 3. Check on co-workers, she can walk over to the co-workers and ask them if they need 

help? – but they are fine. Lily gets +1 to “Geek moral” score. In future releases we’ll see what that leads 

to. 

Once done, walk her back home. 

2nd scene Fred 2 - 75% stamina 

Walk her downstairs to kick of the scene with Fred. 

Follow the conversation it’s pretty funny and the sex scene is very good so pay attention. After some 

time, she gets the choice of: 

1. Fuck your employee 
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2. Don’t do it 

If you choose 2. Don’t do it, the scene ends without sex. Lily walks upstairs (automatic) and Nick comes 

home, surprisingly. After some talk, Nick needs to go back to the cabin and leaves Lily alone. Lily gets 

rewarded with +10 to “Loving wife score”. Lily sees Nick goodbye outside and v1.4 ends. 

If you choose 1. Fuck your employee, we get a great scene! After the scene, she wants to go after Nick 

who’s heading for the secret strip bar in the West, but the v1.4 ends before she can leave the area 

outside the house. At the end, Lily gets rewarded with +40 to “Fred relationship score”, +20 to “Dirty 

Whore score” and +1 to “Cheating big score”. Save 69. 

End of version 1.4 

Start of version 1.5 

Lily is now chasing after Nick so she need to get to the north west corner of the West map (red circle) 

and take the path straight north next to the Night club (where Nicole and Lily celebrated earlier). 

 

Once she’s there, walk her straight north and the scene starts automatically. 
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3rd scene Strip bar - 0% stamina 

After a while you will regain control over Lily. Walk her on stage (left door) and eventual she ends up 

with Nick. Lily ask him what’s wrong and Nick gets a choice of: 

1. Say you’re not married 

2. Tell her you’re married 

If Nick choose 1. Say you’re not married, lily gets +1 to “letting her go” score 

Lily then gets the choice of: 

1. Go to Rick 

2. Go home 

If Lily choose 1. Go to Rick, we get a scene with Rick in front of Nick and Lily gets +1 to “cheating big” and 

+50 to “Dirty Whore” scores. Save 41. 

If Lily instead choose 2. Go home, then she immediately leaves for home and Lily gets +10 to “Loving 

Wife” score. Save 40. 

However, if Nick instead choose 2. Tell her you’re married, in the first question, Lily gets +1 to “He keeps 

her” score, but all other scores are unchanged. Save 42. 

Regardless of choice she arrives home with a taxi and now needs to get to bed before Nick arrives. Move 

her inside and in bed asap. 

Day 32 Wednesday 
1st scene Castor 1 - 100% stamina 

There is no scene today, so all you can do is the usual sit her down in her chair and choose from: 

1. Chill 

2. Work on project 

3. Check on co-workers 

If Lily choose: 1. Chill, Lily gets +1 to “Lazy at Castor” score and does not progress anything else (assume 

this have consequences in some future release) 

If Lily choose: 2. Work on project, Lily gets +1 to “Diligent at Castor” score and project progress gets 

improved with +15% = 30% complete. In future releases we’ll see what that leads to. 

If Lily choose: 3. Check on co-workers, she can walk over to the co-workers and ask them if they need 

help? – but they are fine. Lily gets +1 to “Geek moral” score. In future releases we’ll see what that leads 

to. 

Once done, walk her back home. 
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2nd scene Home with Nick - 75% stamina 

Once home walk lily to Nick who is sitting in the sofa. After some talk there’s someone at the door. Walk 

Lily over to and answer the door and then back to finish the conversation with nick. 

Lily and Nick decides to find out more about the win a vacation competition and decides to walk over to 

the TV studio participate in - do that. Enter the TV producers office The rest of the scene is automatic. 

 

3rd scene – Guess your wife - 50% stamina 

Nick and Lily decides (or get fooled into) participating in the TV show hoping to win a free vacation.  

This is a really good scene so follow the conversation. After surviving the first round Nick goes to the 

bath room Save 44 (said I’m married), Save 46 (said I’m not married)! After some time, it’s Nick’s turn to 

guess who is wife is by choosing if she is behind: 

1. A 

2. B 

3. C 

4. D 

Lily is behind A. 

If Nick choose 1. A, then he gets to do Lily on stage in front of the cameras. They win the competition. 

There is no change to the score. The only thing remaining is to leave the TV studio, talk to Lily, walk 

home  and go to bed. 
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If Nick choose 1. B, C or D, then things turns out quite differently (does not matter if you pick B, C or D). 

Nick fucks someone else’s wife but lose the game. However, the TV hostess introduces a Joker option so 

that Nick can win anyway. Nick wins if the Joker does not guess where Lily is. 

So Nick get to choose: 

1. Winner 

2. Looser 

If Nick choose 1. Winner, then the Joker gets his turn with trying and guessing who’s Nick’s wife. Of 

course the Joke guesses right and Nick loses, but Lily has a nice time. There is not change to Lily’s scores 

but Nick gets a well-deserved +1 to the “cuckold” score. Afterwards Nick and Lily have a serious 

conversation outside before they walk home and go to bed. Save 47 (D path). 

If Nick choose 2. Looser, then the game ends so Nick and Lily walks back home. Lily gets +1 to “He keeps 

her” score. Save 53 (C path). 

 

Day 33 Thursday Save 33 (D path + Rick at bar) 
1st scene Castor 1 - 100% stamina 

There is hidden scene today that you can enable if you picked the joker path yesterday: 

1. Chill – hidden scene 

2. Work on project 

3. Check on co-workers 

If Lily choose: 1. Chill, Lily gets +1 to “Lazy at Castor” score AND IF the Joker did Lily in the TV show then 

you’ll get a great  hidden scene – enjoy! 

If Lily choose: 2. Work on project, Lily gets +1 to “Diligent at Castor” score and project progress gets 

improved with +15% = 30% complete. In future releases we’ll see what that leads to. 

If Lily choose: 3. Check on co-workers, she can walk over to the co-workers and ask them if they need 

help? – but they are fine. Lily gets +1 to “Geek moral” score. In future releases we’ll see what that leads 

to. 

Once done, walk her back home. 

2nd scene Home with Nick and gardening - 75% stamina 

Once home, walk Lily to Nick who is sitting downstairs working. Change Lily into casual cloths and walk 

her back out to do some gardening work. 

After she is done with gardening, take her back downstairs and change her into bathrobe and walk her 

into the bathroom upstairs. Save 48 (A path), Save 54 (C path no joker) save 57 (D path with joker). 
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3rd scene – Bathroom with Fred - 50% stamina 

This is a critical scene and the choices made here are fundamental to the game, Nick and Lily’s so here 

we go!  

Walk Lily into the bathroom and into the bath tub. After a while, Fred comes rushing in… follow the 

conversation. Lily gets a choice of: 

1. Put it in 

2. Don’t 

If Lily choose: 2. Don’t, Lily gets +10 to “loving wife” score. She then leaves the bathroom and walks 

down stairs. No sex with Fred so she does not get caught. Save 52 (A path). 

If Lily choose: 1. Put it in, Lily gets +40 to “Dirty Whore”, +20 to “Relationship Fred” and +1 to “Cheating 

big” score.  your get a scene with Fred and Lily, BUT Nick starts looking for Fred and comes up stairs. 

Save 49 (A path). Once there, you can have him knock on the bathroom door, but Lily responds and say 

she is having a bath. So continue to search for Fred by walking Nick first in to Fred’s room then to Fred’s 

back room. He finds a bottle of whiskey that he thinks is his and after some time Nick gets a choice of: 

1. Taste will tell 

2. Turn on light and see 

If Nick choose: 1. Taste will tell, everything is revealed and THE cat is out of the bag! The scene 

continues until the both cum but then Nick rushes over to the bathroom door and we get a cliffhanger 

end for v1.5… There is no score change for Lily with this choice (since it is Nick choice). To trigger the 

end of v1.5 sign, simply walk Lily to the door. Save 50 (A path), (Save 55 = C path, Looser), Save 59 (D 

path with joker). 

If Nick choose: 2. Turn on light and see, Nick does NOT find out through the one way mirror, so he 

remains clueless. He goes downstairs and continue with his computer.  After a while, Lily comes back 

down the stairs too, pretending nothing happened. Save 51 (A path), Save 58 (D path with joker). 

Stamina is now at 0% so put on her sleep wear and walk her to bed to trigger the end of v1.5 sign. 

END of version 1.5 

START of version 1.6 

V1.6 was deliberately planned to be delivered faster and to be shorter than v1.5. Therefore only one 

path was prioritized and fully developed in V1.6. That path is obviously the path where Fred and Lily get 

caught, so to trigger this path you needed to have chosen: “1. Put it in” followed by “2. Taste will tell” in 

scene 3 above. 

So with this path at the beginning of V1.6, Nick is standing out side and is trying to speak with Lily. The 

conversation is automatic so follow the triangle drama. In the end, Lily manages to calm Nick down 
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enough so she can get him to go to couples therapy together, but stamina is now at 0%. So, only one 

thing left to do: Walk Lily to bed downstairs but poor Nick is decides to sleep on the couch upstairs. 

Day 34 Friday Save 34 ( Caught + D path + Rick at bar) 
 

Dress Lily and walk her up to Nick, who is sleeping in the sofa upstairs. Once both are dressed and ready, 

walk them outside and to the east until you see the cab (that is always there). Enter the cab. When 

arrived at the therapist office, walk them inside and into the elevator.  

1st scene – Couples Therapy with Nick - 100% stamina 

Enter the therapist office (left office) and walk inside. The therapist agree to see them at once. Once you 

get control back inside the therapist reception, before walking upstairs, save so you can play both paths 

of what comes next. Save 60 (Caught + D path + Rick at bar).  Walk them upstairs. The scene is automatic 

so follow the conversation until you get control back for a choice… 

Once comfortable in the therapist’s sofa, Lily explain the situation and the therapist start to work them 

(or Nick rather). After a while Lily gets a choice of: 

1. Risk Less.. 

2. Risk More..  

If Lily choose: 1. Risk Less.., we get a sex scene with the therapist, and Lily gets +30 to “Dirty Whore”, 

+50 to “Relationship Dr. Mark”, +1 to “Cheating big” score, and +1 to “Naïve girl ” score.  

If Lily choose: 2. Risk More.., we get a lesser scene with the therapist, and Lily gets +10 to “Loving wife” 

score and +1 to “Cheating small” score.  

We do not know if there is a consequence for choosing 2. Risk more later in the game, (maybe Nick will 

not fully believe it was all a dream), but we’ll have to wait for a future release to figure that out. For now 

we will choose one of them: 1 (sluttiest) if you want to see Mark have full sex with Lily or 2. If you don’t. 

The scene ends when Lily and Nick are back at their street with the taxi. Once you’ve walked them back 

home inside, Nick is so tired that needs to sleep. Lily now gets control and wants to talk to Fred about 

getting rid of the one way mirror, so walk her upstairs (no other choice possible) and save. Save 61 (Risk 

less + Caught + D path + Rick at bar).  Once saved, walk her to Fred’s door to start the next scene. 

2nd scene – Fake weeding with Fred 😊 - 75% stamina 

Follow the dialog carefully – it’s hilarious! 

After the ceremony is over, Fred want’s to consummate the marriage and get a wedding night preview, 

so Lily gets a choice of: 

1. Tell him you are not in the mood. 

2. Tell him to fuck off. 
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If Lily choose: 1. Tell him you are not in the mood., we get a scene with Fred, and Lily gets +30 to “Dirty 

Whore”, +50 to “Relationship Fred”, +1 to “Cheating big” score, and +1 to “Arguing/Together with Fred” 

score. Save 63 Not in the mood + Risk less + Caught + D path + Rick at bar.  

If Lily choose: 2. Tell him to fuck off., Lily gives Fred and earful of how things are going work now that 

they are married, but she does not get any score changes. Save 64 Fuck off + Risk less + Caught + D path 

+ Rick at bar. 

When you try to walk her back down stairs you get the “End of V1.6” sign. 

END of version 1.6 

START of version 1.7 

Walk her back down stairs and have her go to bed as usual. 

Nick wakes up early (still on Friday) and is confused about happened. Walk nick upstairs and to Fred’s 

backroom and check on whether there really is a see through mirror to the bath room. 

Day 35 Sunday  
Lilly wakes up and for some reason we jump over Saturday and we are now on Sunday? 

Anyway, dress Lily (casual red skirt) and walk her upstairs and outside. 

Since it is Sunday, she could normally walk over to Mrs. Clarkson or go to the pool, but if you try Mrs. 

Clarkson, you will see she is not home so you might as well save time and go directly to the pool. 

1st scene – Pool - 100% stamina 

Enter the pool guy’s property. The scene is automatic from here on. Enjoy Lily bathing. After a while 

Martin (the pool guy) comes home and finds Lily. 

Martin gets a choice of: 

1. Approach her 

2. Don’t  

Doesn’t matter what Martin choose, Lily will still give him shit (the guy can’t win ), so after delivering 

the usual verbal abuse, Lily sends Martin of to the kitchen to make her some drinks. When he comes 

back with the drinks, Lily gets the choice to: 

1. Reward him 

2. Don’t  

If Lily choose: 1. Reward him, we get a sex scene with Martin , and Lily gets +30 to “Dirty Whore”, +50 to 

“Relationship Martin”, and +1 to “Cheating big” score. Lily in top Femdom form    

If Lily choose: 2. Don’t,  the scene ends and Lily gets +10 to “Loving wife” score.  
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After the pool scene Lily’s stamina is 50% and there is nothing more outside Lily can do today (Leaflets, 

Mrs. Clarkson, Castor etc. are all blocked), so simply take Lily home, have her take a bath, watch TV and 

put her to bed at 0%. 

Day 36 Monday  
Monday morning and that means Castor so get her ready (V dress) and walk her over to Castor and set 

her down in her office chair. 

1st scene – Castor - 100% stamina 

Lily gets a choice of: 

1. Chill – side scene 

2. Work on project 

3. Check on co-workers 

If Lily choose: 1. Chill, Lily gets +1 to “Lazy at Castor” score AND IF the Joker/Jamal did Lily in the TV 

show then you’ll get to start Lily’s side scene with Jamal or, as we now find out is actually called, Kevin! 

If Lily choose: 2. Work on project, nothing happens since she has already finished her project so she 

needs to choose 1 or 3 instead. 

If Lily choose: 3. Check on co-workers, she can walk over to the co-workers and ask them if they need 

help? – but they are fine. Lily gets +1 to “Geek moral” score. However if you choose this you’ll miss a 

scene so this choice is not recommended today. 

2nd scene – Photographer  - 75% stamina 

After a conversation with Kevin (Jamal), they decide to walk over to the photographer, located on the 

west side. Fastest way to get there is through the subway system (chose West side). Walk them to the 

Modeling Agency building (see West side map below). 
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Once they enter, the scene starts automatically and the stereotypical “French” photographer Julian 

leads the hilarious conversation – make sure to take time and read the scene dialog throughout  . 

After a while, Lily calls Nick to gets his opinion (permission) to do the ad photo shoot and Nick gets to 

choose: 

1. Tell her you’re ok with whatever she decides. 

2. Tell her it’s not a good idea.  

If Nick  choose: 2. Tell her it’s not a good idea,  the scene ends, and Lily gets +1 to “He keeps her” score.  

If Nick choose: 1. Tell her you’re ok with whatever she decides, the scene moves on and Lily gets to 

change to the modeling outfit. She/Nick gets rewarded with +1 to “letting her go” score. After walking 

Lily into the dressing room, the scene starts automatically.  

After a while, Lily gets to go back into the dressing room and put on a new outfit. Once done, walk her to 

the flashing circle on the set. The scene continues, Kevin joins and Lily gets another offer. 

After some negotiation, Lily gets a choice of: 

1. Take the job 

2. Reject the job  

If Lily choose: 2. Reject the job,  the scene ends, and Lily gets +20 to “Loving wife” score.  

If Lily choose: 1. Take the job, the scene moves on and Lily gets rewarded with +20 to “Relationship 

Kevin” score. The scene continue and after a while Lily gets a choice of taking things further: 

1. Yes 

2. No  

If Lily choose: 2. No,  the scene ends, and Lily gets +10 to “Loving wife” score.  

If Lily choose: 1. Yes, we get a Kevin BJ scene, and Lily gets +40 to “Dirty Whore”, +30 to “Relationship 

Kevin”, and +2 to “Cheating small” score. 

After this the scene ends and lily is back on the street outside the photo studio. 

If you look on the phone you notice that Lily has the gym left as a daily activity today. You can try to 

enter Lily’s hose instead, but the system will remind Lily to go to the gym so you might as well go to gym 

directly. 

3rd scene – Gym - 50% stamina 

Enter the gym and try to dress Lily, she does not have her gym outfit she borrows from another girl. 

Walk Lily in to the exercise room. 
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Read the dialog carefully, it’s just a hilarious parody of the stupid stereotypical “bro” talk . “That’s 

some serious chest you got there bro. How much do you beach press?... That’s one hell of a forehand 

you got there bro!” Love it! No sex but Lily gets awarded with +10 to “Body” score though 😊. 

After the Gym scene, Lily is at 25% stamin and needs to go home. 

4th scene Fred Betting the house - 25% stamina 

At home, Lily finds Fred in the sofa bitching that he has not seen much of her lately. After some talk Fred 

offering his house in a bet with Lily. Lily will now try everything to win the bet and Fred’s house. After 

she has automatically changed into something more provocative, take her back upstairs. Lily now tries 

to seduce Fred as much as she can to win the bet, while Fred is fighting a losing battle to resist her  . 

Of course weak minded Fred loose the bet and ask Lily a key question. 

Lily gets a choice of: 

1. Tell him is wasn’t all fake 

2. Tell him it was only for the bet  

If Lily choose: 2. Tell him it was only for the bet, the scene ends, and there is no change to score but I 

feel a big sad for poor Fred – Lily screwed him over royally 

However. 

If Lily choose: 1. Tell him is wasn’t all fake, we get a sex scene that I think poor Fred deserves . There 

is no change to the score with this choice wither. Maybe Fred is maxed out now and Lily cannot earn 

more relationship points or whore points with Fred…don’t’ know? (save 65) 

When you try to walk her back down stairs you get the “End of V1.7” sign. 

END of version 1.7 

That’s it folks!  

Thx!  
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Stats at end of V1.2 
 

Since there has been some posts on Patreon that are indicating that Lily may now be ready to enter 

some sort of different phase regarding her relationship with Nick (and others?) etc., it may be a good 

time to check the score of how Lily is doing. We assume that her readiness to change her relationship 

with Nick (and others) dependents on all the decision she has made over the last 23 days. Some 

decisions have had big impacts on various relationships and other essential scores. If you more or less 

followed the guide, you would get a very high “Sluttiness” scores and very low Nick/Loving wife scores. 

Let’s have a look at where we stand: 

Variable #: Relationship with Score Value Variable #: “Sluttiness”  Score Value 

21: Mike (Cosplay friend+) 30 (max 90) 61: Dirty Whore 1075 

22: Fred (father in law) 190 62: Loving Wife 20 (min 0) 

23: Rick (restaurant owner) 50 68: Cheating small 5 (10 max) 

24: Nick (husband) -10 69: Cheating big 14 (max 16) 

25: Giancarlo (boutique owner) 10   

26: Marcel (painter) 120   

27: Lola (Castor coworker) 70 Variable #: Other Score Value 

28: Jack (bar keeper) 55 44: body 40 

30: Daniel (Personal Trainer) 70 46: Intelligence 70 

31: Dan (a guy in the bar) 10 65: Letting her go 7 

32: Dominique (Mrs. Clarkson) 10 
281: “Arguing/Together” 
with Fred 

8 

33: Luke (Business partner) 10 (max 30)      

 

Notes on Relationships:  

In the game walkthrough, we have tried to maximize the relationships score Lily has with everyone (to 

enable as much sex as possible) at the expense of Nick’s relationship score (can’t maximize both).  

There are of course tradeoffs: 

• It is for instance not possible to maximize Fred (max: 190) and Mike (max: 90) relationship score at 

the same time since there are some mutually exclusive scenes. So, in the walkthrough I choose Fred 

over Mike (at the expense of 1 Cheating Big point) but you could also have done it the other way.  

• Took the intelligent Lily route and choose not to make Lily have sex with Luke - costed Lily 20 Luke 

relationship points, 5 Cheating Small points and 1 Cheating Big point.  

• Did some early choices that that rewarded Lily with 20 Loving Wife points (they are still there).  

NOTE: several characters are not tracked: Library Student, Martin, Nicole, etc…, instead library, pool, 

Nicole scenes are.  

Notes on “Sluttiness” and “other” scores:  
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The essential “Sluttiness” scores are Dirty Whore, Loving Wife, Cheating small, and Cheating big scores. 

Table values are pretty close to the max values you can achieve +/- a few points here and there. The 

most important once are probably Loving wife (0 is probably minimum but if we go to 0 then you will 

sacrifice some other relationship scores and miss some sex scenes) and Cheating big (15/17 is probably 

maximum we can get to at the end of v1.2). 

Thanks to the many library and gym visits, we also have close to max Intelligence and Body scores. 

(Hotness, Horny and Stamina goes up and/or down daily so there is no point in listing them). I am not 

sure Together with Fred scores and Letting her go scores “mean” anything for her next phases, but they 

might so I listed them her too (pretty close to max I think). We have to wait to see where this goes 😊.  

Stats at end of V1.3 
 
At the end of V1.3 we have these max/min values if we have consistently made the sluttiest choices for 
both Nick and Lily. 
 

Variable #: Relationship with Score Δ Variable #: “Sluttiness”  Score Δ 

21: Mike (Cosplay friend+) 30 (max 90)  61: Dirty Whore 1140 +65 

22: Fred (father in law) 190  62: Loving Wife 20 (min 0)  

23: Rick (restaurant owner) 50  68: Cheating small 6 (max 11) +1 

24: Nick (husband) -10  69: Cheating big 15 (max 17) +1 

25: Giancarlo (boutique owner) 10     

26: Marcel (painter) 120     

27: Lola (Castor coworker) 70  Variable #: Other Score Value  

28: Jack (bar keeper) 55  44: Body 40  

30: Daniel (Personal Trainer) 70  46: Intelligence 70  

31: Dan (a guy in the bar) 10  65: Letting her go 9 +2 

32: Dominique (Mrs. Clarkson) 10 
 281: “Arguing/Together” 

with Fred 
8 

 

33: Luke (Business partner) 10 (max 30)       

  
Notes: 

1. Δ columns = the score difference, comparing end of v1.3 to v1.2 (blank means no change). 
2. There is no change in relationship score or new relationships formed. In other words, all sex was 

casual. 
3. The sluttiest choices in the tavern is to go all the way and do a BJ on Billy and have sex with 

Dale. That, I think (speculating here), is the one path that truly puts Lily’s and Nick’s relationship 
in danger v1.4 confirms that so far… 

4. The consequence of Nick having Briana over for a date in the cabin when Lily is arriving does not 
change the scores – SO FAR.  

5. Risk of pregnancy is starting to become a thing. Speculating, but maybe this could actually 
happen at some point now…  

 
Anyway, we now know what the scores are, but we still do not how they determine what comes next…  
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Stats at end of V1.4 
 
At the end of V1.4 we have these max/min values if we have consistently made the sluttiest choices for 
both Nick and Lily. In V1.4 we saw primarily saw Lily getting confused about Nick’s intention if he 
actually want her to have sex with others, and scenes sex scenes with Fred. This is pretty much reflected 
in the score changes below. 
 

Variable #: Relationship with Score Δ Variable #: “Sluttiness”  Score Δ 

21: Mike (Cosplay friend+) 30 (max 90)  61: Dirty Whore 1190 +50 

22: Fred (father in law) 250 +60 62: Loving Wife 20 (min 0)  

23: Rick (restaurant owner) 50  68: Cheating small 7 (max 12) +1 

24: Nick (husband) -10  69: Cheating big 16 (max 18) +1 

25: Giancarlo (boutique owner) 10     

26: Marcel (painter) 120     

27: Lola (Castor coworker) 70  Variable #: Other Score Value  

28: Jack (bar keeper) 55  44: Body 40  

30: Daniel (Personal Trainer) 70  46: Intelligence 70  

31: Dan (a guy in the bar) 10  65: Letting her go 10 +1 

32: Dominique (Mrs. Clarkson) 10 
 281: “Arguing/Together” 

with Fred 
8 

 

33: Luke (Business partner) 10 (max 30)       

34: John 10 +10    

  
Notes: 

1. Δ columns = the score difference, comparing end of v1.4 to v1.3 (blank means no change). 
2. Fred relationship got improved dramatically +60 and John finally got 10 points on the board. 
3. The sluttiest choices are obvious in this release so need to comment on them. 
4. V1.4 ends with that Lily is about to chase after Nick (who is going to the strip bar), so we’ll see 

how that goes next. 
5. The Fred/Lily relationship is starting to become a deeper “thing” so we will see how that works 

out in the next releases when they are working together more actively…  
 
Again, we now know what the scores are, but we still do not how they determine what comes next… So, 

the sensible thing would be to stop speculation now and simply wait for the next releases lol 😊.  
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Stats at end of V1.5   
 
At the end of V1.5 we have these max/min values if we have consistently made the sluttiest choices for 
both Nick and Lily. If we did max slutty path we saw Lily fucking Rick at the strip bar, having fun with 
Jamal at the TV show, and bathroom sex with Fred. We also had a choice of having letting nick find out 
of Lily and Fred or not in the very last scene. This is pretty much reflected in the score changes below. 
 

Variable #: Relationship with Score Δ Variable #: “Sluttiness”  Score Δ 

21: Mike (Cosplay friend+) 30 (max 90)  61: Dirty Whore 1280 +90 

22: Fred (father in law) 270 +20 62: Loving Wife 20 (min 0)  

23: Rick (restaurant owner) 50  68: Cheating small 7 (max 12) +1 

24: Nick (husband) -10  69: Cheating big 18 (max 20) +2 

25: Giancarlo (boutique owner) 10  78: Cuckold Nick  3 +1 

26: Marcel (painter) 120     

27: Lola (Castor coworker) 70  Variable #: Other Score Value  

28: Jack (bar keeper) 55  44: Body 40  

30: Daniel (Personal Trainer) 70  46: Intelligence 70  

31: Dan (a guy in the bar) 10  65: Letting her go 12 +2 

32: Dominique (Mrs. Clarkson) 10 
 281: “Arguing/Together” 

with Fred 
9 

+1 

33: Luke (Business partner) 10 (max 30)       

34: John 10     

  
Notes: 

1. Δ columns = the score difference, comparing end of v1.5 to v1.4 (blank means no change). 
2. Fred relationship got improved +20 and Nick put another +1 to the cuckold score on the board. 
3. The sluttiest choices are to fuck Rick (who does not get any relationship points for it), have Nick 

choose B, C or D (not A) at the TV show, choose “Chill” at Castor, and “Do it” with Fred in the 
bath tub. 

4. V1.5 ends with that Nick catches them in the act and is now standing outside the bathroom door 
OR he does not catch them so he is sitting down stairs instead. We’ll see what those two paths 
leads to in the next release… 

5. The cat is now out of the bag in the “worst” case for Lily…  
 
Again, we now know what the scores are, but we still do not how they determine what comes next… 

we’ll wait for the next releases to see what happens 😊.  
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Stats at end of V1.6   
 
At the end of V1.6 we have these max/min values if we have consistently made the sluttiest choices for 
both Nick and Lily. If we did max slutty path we saw sex with Dr. Mark, and “fake wedding night” sex 
with Fred. This is pretty much reflected in the score changes below. 
 

Variable #: Relationship with Score Δ Variable #: “Sluttiness”  Score Δ 

21: Mike (Cosplay friend+) 30 (max 90)  61: Dirty Whore 1280 +60 

22: Fred (father in law) 320 +50 62: Loving Wife 20 (min 0)  

23: Rick (restaurant owner) 50  68: Cheating small 7 (max 13)  

24: Nick (husband) -10  69: Cheating big 20 (max 22) +2 

25: Giancarlo (boutique owner) 10  78: Cuckold Nick  3  

26: Marcel (painter) 120     

27: Lola (Castor coworker) 70  Variable #: Other Score Value  

28: Jack (bar keeper) 55  44: Body 40  

29: Relationship Dr. Mark 50 +50 46: Intelligence 70  

30: Daniel (Personal Trainer) 70  65: Letting her go 12  

31: Dan (a guy in the bar) 10 
 281: “Arguing/Together” 

with Fred 
10 

+1 

32: Dominique (Mrs. Clarkson) 10     

33: Luke (Business partner) 10 (max 30)       

34: John 10     

  
Notes: 

1. Δ columns = the score difference, comparing end of v1.6 to v1.5 (blank means no change). 
2. Fred relationship got improved +50 and Dr. Mark finally got himself on the board (+50). 
3. The sluttiest choices are to fuck Dr. Mark, and tell Fred 1. Tell him you are not in the mood,  

when Fred wants a preview of the wedding night. 
4. V1.6 ends with that Lily is at 0% stamina and want’s to walk down stairs but is blocked by the 

end of V1.6 sign.  
 
Since v1.6 only contains the path of what happens after Nick catches them (there is no new content for 
what happens if Nick does not catch them), there is a lot left to play out of what happens in the other 
combinations of paths. We’ll have to wait for the next release to see what all of this leads too. 
 
Again, we now know what the scores are, but we still do not how they determine what comes next… 

we’ll wait for the next releases to see what happens 😊.  
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Stats at end of V1.7   
 
At the end of V1.7 we have these max/min values if we have consistently made the sluttiest choices for 
both Nick and Lily. If we did max slutty path, we saw sex with Martin, Kevin (BJ) and Fred. This is pretty 
much reflected in the score changes below. Curiously, Freed did not get any score changes for his scene? 
 

Variable #: Relationship with Score Δ Variable #: “Sluttiness”  Score Δ 

21: Mike (Cosplay friend+) 30 (max 90)  61: Dirty Whore 1410 +130 

22: Fred (father in law) 320  62: Loving Wife 20 (min 0)  

23: Rick (restaurant owner) 50  68: Cheating small 9 (max 15) +2 

24: Nick (husband) -10  69: Cheating big 21 (max 23) +1 

25: Giancarlo (boutique owner) 10  78: Cuckold Nick  3  

26: Marcel (painter) 120     

27: Lola (Castor coworker) 70  Variable #: Other Score Value  

28: Jack (bar keeper) 55  44: Body 50 +10 

29: Relationship Dr. Mark 50  46: Intelligence 70  

30: Daniel (Personal Trainer) 70  65: Letting her go 13  

31: Dan (a guy in the bar) 10 
 281: “Arguing/Together” 

with Fred 
10 

 

32: Dominique (Mrs. Clarkson) 10     

33: Luke (Business partner) 10 (max 30)       

34: John 10     

35: Relationship Martin 50 +50    

36: Relationship Kevin 50 +50    

  
Notes: 

1. Δ columns = the score difference, comparing end of v1.7 to v1.6 (blank means no change). 
2. Martin and Kevin finally got themself on the board (+50 each).  
3. The sluttiest choices are to: fuck Martin, give Kevin a BJ and tell Fred it wasn’t all fake. 
4. V1.7 ends with that Lily is at 0% stamina and want’s to walk down stairs but is blocked by the 

end of V1.7 sign.  
 
The game opened up for two more players this release: Martin and Kevin. This broadens the game 
opportunities for Lily to pursue. This is a good thing because, while Fred is has been the most important 
character for Lily’s “development” so far, it’s good for the story to now broaden Lily’s “hunting” options.  
 
She now has 50+ relationship scores (= had sex with) with Fred, Rick, Marcel, Lola, Jack, Dr. Mark, Daniel, 
Martin and Kevin, so plenty of options for Lily to explore now. Maybe one or two of them can emerge as 
(a) credible rival(s) to Fred. I think this would make things more interesting! The questions are: who is it 
going to be? How is Lily going to decide? What’s most important to her? Money, cock size, sex quality, 
sex quantity, fitness, true love, men she can sub, men who can sub her, etc.?  
 

We’ll have to wait for the next release to see what all of this leads too.😊.   
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V1.1 Gallery:  
With version v1.1, P and P added a scene gallery function. The gallery  

function can be accessed through Lily’s bedroom by accessing the  

flashing star on the right bookshelf. Pass code is: 8652 

Use the up and down arrows per digit to change and dial in the pass code. After the pass code is entered 

once, you do no longer need to do that again. All scenes up to end of v1.1 are available to view, even the 

once that you have not done yet. We assume V1.2 - v1.6+ and later scenes will be added at some point. 

 
Key: ① Some nudity (also sexy under wear/upskirt etc.) 

  ② Some simple sex like: HJ, BJ etc. 

  ③ Full blown/complex sex  

That’s all folks! Thx! 

Nick 

Rick 

(Restaurant) 

Fred Dr. Mark Dr. Adam 

Martin 

(Pool) 

Masseur 

Nicole 

Benjamin 

(Library  

Student) 

Luke 

(Busines partner) 

Giancarlo 

Marcel 

(Painter) 

Old man  

(hospital park bench) 

Jack  

(Bar) 

Marcus 

(Castor) 

Daniel 

(Gym) 

Lola  

(Castor) 

John  

(Nick’s Friend) 

Mike 

Porn videos 

Mrs. Clarkson 

Exit 

 

1. Watching scary movie with Fred ① 

2. Two-way mirror/Fred spying ① 

3. Basement – 1st time sex ③ 

4. Confront Fred about basement ③ 

5. Finish confronting Fred ③  

6. Fred makes dinner/game night ② 

7. Watching porn at Nathan’s place 

    (hidden scene/NTR version) ③ 

8. Fred breaks a vase ① 

9.  Nick home/out with John ③ 

10. John/Lily morning/Fred blackmail ③ 

11. Whoring with Nathan/Fred ③ 

12. Fred’s birthday cake ③ 

13. Birthday dream 😊 ③ 

 

 

1. Rick demands a new dress!  

2. Serv Rick coffee in new dress 

3. Rick peeking/Lily looking for folder① 

4. Lily is late ① 

5. Lily tries to order cos play costume ① 

6. Rick gives Lily the cos play costume ① 

7. Lily gets fired ② 

 

 

 
1. First therapy session ② 

2. Second therapy session ③ 

 

 
1. First treatment session ② 

2. Second treatment session ③ 

 

1. Help drunkard to the back room ① 

2. Serving the 3 guys the strong stuff ②  

3. More for 3 guys + fun with Jack ③ 

 

 
1. Interview  

2. Business dinner 

 

 
1. First painting session ① 

2. “Lady with a rose” painting ① 

3. “Chained girl” ③ 

4. “Daddy” roles play ③ 

 

 
1. First massage session  ① 

2. Second massage (same as 1? – bug?) ① 

3. Breast & Ass massage ① 

 

 
1. Getting help finding a book ① 

2. Getting some more help ① 

3. Even more help ② 

 

 
1. Cleaning girl  

2. Sales presentation ① 

3. First day at the office ① 

 

 
1. Blue balls at the pool ② 

 

 

1. Gym ball and treadmill  

2. Girlfriend is cheating on Daniel ③ 

 

 

 

1. Blue dress with flowers 

2. Gym cloths ① 

3. V-dress ① 

 

 

 

1. Referred to Dr. Mark 

2. Dominique and Mrs. Clarkson ③ 

3. Taste of Dominique ②  

 

 

1. Luke’s villa ③ 

 

 

 

1. Busted surfing the web ② 

2. Nick with John at the cabin ① 

3. Lily surprises Nick at the cabin ③ 

4. Nick returns home to Lily ③ 

5. Picnic and Glory hole ②  

6. Lily quality time – day 11 ③ 

7. Lily quality time – day 12 ③ 

8. Met students at the park  

9. Couples massage ③ 

10. Web cam girl ②  

11. Lily quality time – day 16 ③ 

 

 

 

1. Nick and John watching a game on TV  

2. Drunk John/Nick + morning day 16  ② 

 

 

 

 

1. First introduction in the elevator 

2. At the cinema with Lily ① 

3. At the restaurant with Zach 

4. Stuck in the elevator with Lily 

5. Making a movie with Zach in Lily ①  

6. Watch a movie at home with Lily ③ 

7. Spying on Lily from the roof  

 

 

 

 

1. First day at the restaurant 

2. First time at the gym + young Lily ② 

3. At the pool with Lily ② 

4. Playing dart at the bar ② 

5. Shaving Nicole ①  

6. Shaving Lily – lesbian ②  

7. Dildo machine ② 

8. In bed with Lily – lesbian ③ 

9. Clubbing with Lily ③ 

 

 

 

 

 
1. Supermarket upskirt video ① 


